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International labour action not imp-erialist sanctions 

Smash apartheid-
Black struggle needs workers party! 
May Day 1985 in South Africa saw the 

largest workers' rallies in 35 years as 
black labour continued to mobilise against 
the brutal apartheid regime. Hundreds of 
trade unionists who gathered outside the Jo
hannesburg headquarters of leading anti
apartheid organisations to celebrate the in
ternational proletarian holiday by chanting 
freedom songs were dispersed by police dogs 
and tear gas. Two weeks .later on 14 May 
forty black and multiracial unions called a 

nationwide two-hour work stoppage to protest 
against the racist murder of two prominent 
black activists in police custody. 

Strikes, stayaways and township revolts 
continue to sweep South Africa. Mounting re
pression has not quelled the revolt of the 
black masses. But the entrenched white mi
nority which lives off the superexploitation 
of black labour is armed to the teeth and 
determined to give up nothing. They will 
murder, torture, maim and terrorise to main-

~lop. Thatcher'S deDortations to Lanka terror 

tain their rule. And while governments in 
Westminster and Washington click their 
tongues over some 'excesses'. at every cru
cial point they back their Cold War allies 
in Pretoria to the hilt. Various liberals in 
this country, notably the Anti-Apartheid 
Movement (AAM) , look to imperialist sanc
tions for a road to black freedom. But at 
home and in South Africa itself the key to 
victory is proletarian class struggle, in 
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Open the door to Tamils! ., 
With lts Uecibi tu vlrtually b2~ thc 

entry of Sri Lankan Tamils into Britain, the 
Home Office has rondr~ned thousands of people 
to torturr and death. More than a thousand 
recently arrived refugees from the hellish 
terror which is JR Ja)cwardene's Sri Lanka now 
face the prospect of being dragged away in the 
dead of night by Thatcher's immigration polict 
and forced aboal'd the next plane back to Lanka; 
thousands more still in Lanka are told by this 
dictate to stay put and die. Like her fellow 
butcher JR, Thatcher is intent on cold-blooded 
murder of Tamils! 

The unprecedented restriction on MPs' rep
resentations for Tamils threatened with de
portation to 24 hours as opposed to the normal 
4-8 weeks and the subsequent ban on any entry 
by Tamils without visas, stripping them of a 
right accorded to every other Commonwealth 
citizen, could have come straight from Lankan 
despot Jayewardene. And in a manner befitting 
that would-be despot in Downing Street, the 
decislon was made in dead secrecy while Par
liament was in recess and without a public 
announceme~t. This vindictive, cold-blooded 
death sentence on a people threatened with 
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London marking first anniversary of anti·Tamil pogroms 
in Sri Lanka. Now gauleiter Thatcher wants to ship 
Tamils back to persecution, torture and death. 

genOCidal terror has bel~n met by outra~e frO~l 

a wide spectru'l:, including even the SDP and 
the Council of Churches as well as a range of 
human rights and immigratIon agencies. The 
labour movement in particular has a responsi
bility to strain every muscle to foil That
cher's deadly scheme. 

On 30 May a Spartacist League-initiated 
picket of the Home Office, joined by rep
resentatives of the Tamil organisations TELO 
and NLFT, demanded 'Stop the deportations 
Full right of asylum for Tamils!' Several days 
later a Spartacist contingent was part of 
another protest initiated by the Indian Workers 
Association. What is urgently needed is mass
ive labour-centred protest coupled with a com
mitment to ensure through trade-union action 
that not a single plane carrying Tamil refugees 
back to Lanka is allowed to take off. The heavily
minority workforce at Heathrow airport can 
take the lead -- Stop Thatcher's death planes! 

Deportations to death 

In a disgusting editorial, Rupert Murdoch's 
Times (29 May) backed T~tcher's murderous 
policy with the claim that, 'At the Sri Lankan 
end the condition of the country is not such 
that flight is a compelling course for the 
Tamil minority in general .... Most of the 
country is tranquil'. Was Nazi Germany in the 
1930s 'tranquil' for the Jews as well? In the two 
years since the July 1983 anti-Tamil pogroms, 
hundreds of thousands of Tamils have either 
been killed or made homeless or forced to take 
the hazardous escape route across the narrow 
Palk Strait to India. Roadblocks manned by 
Sinhala-chauvinist thugs in and out of uniform 
-- armed with anything from machetes to ma
chine guns -- routinely stop buses to butcher 
any Tamils found on them. According to the 
British Refugee Council, 73 Tamils returned 
from Italy and Holland last month were arrested 
immediately upon arrival at Colombo airp;rt. 
As Jeremy Corbyn, one of a handful of Labour 
~Ws actively defending Tamils here, put it, 
the effect of the Home Office ruling is to 
create 'a queue of terror in Sri Lanka'. That
cher's policy towards Tamils today is strik
ingly reminiscent of the British government's 
criminal refusal to accept Jewish refugees 
from Hitlerite Nazism. 

This attack is not just a life-and-death 
question for Tamils; it is part of a racist 
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JR Jayewardene's Sinhala·chauvinist killers, here seen 
marauding through Tamil province of Jaffna. 
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spearhead against all non-Anglo-Saxon immi
gration into Britain. Thatcher vowed to be 
vindictive in victory over the miners, and 
that vindictiveness runs deepest when directed 
against those who were staunch supporters of 
the miners strike, not least the oppressed 
black and Asian minorities. She makes no bones 
about her admiratioll of strongman Jayewardene' s 
iron-fist approach to 'troublesome' minorities, 
leftists and trade unionists in Lanka. Indeed 
it was on her tour of Southeast Asian dictator
ships that she boasted about how she'd 'seen 
off' the heroic miners. 

But what's operating here is more than a 
mutual admiration society of viCiously racist 
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British miners must stand with anti - apartheid struggle 
We print below excerpted remarks by Dave 

Douglass, branch delegate, Hatfield Main NUM 
(in a personal capacity), at a 2 June Workers 
Hammer public meeting on South Africa in Hat
field, S Yorks. 

First of all, I would like to congratulate 
you for organising the meeting and to recog
nise the role that your group have played 
through the strike. It's true to say that we 
had some considerable friction before, and 
that's partly caused by the natural suspicion 
that people in mining communities have for 
people who appear to come from outside, and in 
fear that groups were trying to undermine the 
strike and undermine the authori ty of the union. 

That kind of suspicion had been created in 
particular by the Revolutionary Communist 
Party who had corne into the village and 
launched an unstinting attack on the union as 
a whole, not simply on the leadership (which 
was bad enough), for the reasons they were at-

The tribune 
of the people 

Trotsky and Lenin 

In his pamphlet 'What is to be done?', 
Lenin explained the difference between trade
unionist and Communist politics. Countering 
the argument of the Russian 'Economists' that 
agitation should be restricted to purely 
working-class issues, he explained that Com
munists ('Social Democrats', as revolutionary 
uarxists then called themselves) must give a 
lead around all issues of social oppression: 

'Everyone agrees' that it is necessary to 
develop the political consciousness of the 
working class. The question is, how is that to 
be done, what is required to do it? The econ
omic struggle merely 'brings home' to the 
workers questions concerning the attitude of 
the government towards the working class. Con
sequently, however much we may try to 'lend 
the economic struggle itself a political 
character' we shall never be able to ~,?velop 
the political consciousness of the workers 
(to the level of Social-Democratic political 
consciousness) by keeping within the framework 
of the economic struggle, for that framework 
is too narrow . ... 

The Social-Democrat's ideal should not be 
a trade union secretary, but a tribune of the 
people, able to react to every manifestation 
of tyranny and oppression, no matter where it 
takes place, no matter what stratum or class 
of the people it affects; he must be able to 
generalise all these manifestations to produce 
a single picture of police violence and capi
talist exploi t,ation; he must be able to take 
advantage of every event, however small, in 
order to explain his Socialistic convictions 
and his democratic demands to all, in order to 
explain to all and everyone the world-historic 
significance of the proletariat's struggle for 
emancipation. 

VI Lenin, 'What is to be done?' (March 
1902) 
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tacking it were also true of the union itself. 
Coupled with the fact that they called 
throughout the strike for these ballots and 
non-recognition of the strike without a vote, 
the fact that they were holding meetings with 
the scabs in Nottingham and giving kind of a 
left face to them. All of these things defi
nitely didn't make a very healthy atmosphere 
for political groups to intervene. Coupled 
with that we'd just had the Workers Revol
utionary Party's massive attack on Arthur, and 
other members of the union including myself 
wouldn't stand for it. 

So it's against this background that when 
the Spartacists moved into this area they 
found that people already had their guards up, 
and I think it's true to say that we've also 
got a natural resentment of being pressurised 
to do anything or to do anything in a hurry, 
and that added some friction. I can say with 
honesty that in the course of that struggle, 
those pOints of friction were rounded off, and 
fiorkers Hammer and Workers Vanguard are two 
of the few papers on the left that I actually 
sit down and read from cover to cover. Most 
others wait in a big pile till I eventually 
read them two years after they've been pub
lished. So I'd salute the initiative of your 
tendency to call the meeting, without hesi
tation. I'm always pleased to speak, not
withstanding the points of disagreement that 
we have on other issues. 

On the question of South Africa and the 
current phase of the struggle there, it's im
portant to recognise that that isn't 'some
thing else'. You can get in a frame of mind of 
thinking that the struggle you're involved 
with is the battle, and then there's other 
things, like there's what's going on in South 
Africa, there's what's going on in Ireland, 
there's what's going on in Lebanon. And ac
tually it's not that way at all. It's a fact 
that what we have is, across the whole globe, 
the working class as an entirety that's taking 
part in different struggles at different 
stages. It's fundamentally the same struggle, 
and it's definitely the same class that's in
volved in that struggle, and it's also against 
the same enemy, the international capitalist 
class. 

The fact that the brunt of the struggle in 
South Africa is being waged by miners -- gold 
miners, coalminers -- and against companies 
heavily financed by British firms, Anglo-
Dutch firms and South African Anglo-American 
firms, brings the question closer home. The 
self-same people that are financing the current 
war of attrition against the miners unions in 
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South African mineworkers welcome striking British 
miner last year. 

South Africa are the self-same individuals and 
companies that are already poised to buy up 
any section of the British mining industry 
that's denationalised. So when we say that 
it's the same struggle against the same enemy, 
I don't mean that in an abstract way. 

I also think it's important to make another 
point. If anybody thinks that the kind of 
slavery that's going on in South Africa and 
the mass industrial murder that's being prac
tised there is something to do with -- it's 
because they're black workers, it's something 
to do with some kind of inefficiency or back
wardness on their behalf -- then they might 
soon be proved wrong, unfortunately, because 
what we've learnt is that capitalism isn't 
particularly interested in what colour your 

'hide is as long as it can extract the last 
penny of profit out of it. And you don't have 
to go back far into the history of our own 
union in Britain to know that. Mass industrial 
murder of men, women and children underground 
was practised quite happily against us -- al
though Mrs Montague Gaumont, one of the big 
coa10wners from Wa11send, often described us 
as her 'black friends'. So you don't have to 
go very far back to find a similar kind of 
condition that was prevailing here. 

For them who can only see things in terms 
of how it affects them personally (and I don't 
think that is an illegitimate way of looking 
at things): the European Common Market Coal 
and Steel Community Commission has announced 

continued on page 13 

Rhymney miners: Victims of this most 
vindictive of all governments 

Don Hughes, Celynen South lodge, South 
Wales NUM (in a personal capacity), writes on 
the murder sentences against the Rhymney 
miners. 

You wanted my opinion od the court case 
in which the two young Welsh Mineworkers were 
sentenced to life imprisonment for murdering 
that taxi driving scabherder. My opinion on 
this disgrace can be summed up in one word, 
'Bullshit', but I suppose I will have to try 
to say a little more than that. 

Dean Hancock and Russell Shankland were 
given life sentences and a third Mineworker 
who was accused with them was set free. The 
man who was set free pleaded in the court that 
he played no part in the death of Wilkie but 
tried to persuade the other two not to push 
the concrete posts off the railway bridge. The 
other two should have been also set free for 
this reason. There was a case about thirty 
years ago when two men were caught by the 
police breaking into a warehouse, I believe in 
London. One of the men was Christopher Craig 
who was sixteen years old, and the other was 
Derek Bently who was nineteen years old. 

It carne out in the trial of this case that 
Bently was caught by the police and arrested 
while Craig who carried a handgun was cornered 
in another part of the building. As he was ap
proached by a policeman he pulled out the 
gun, and Bently although in police custody 
said to Craig 'give it to him Chris', thereby 

Craig shot and killed that policeman. The out
come of the trial was that Craig who shot the 
cop was given 'life', and Bently, who was in 
police custody at the time of the shooting, 
was hanged. There was a public outcry at the 
time over this injustice, and there should be 
now. While Craig was too young to hang this 
was no excuse to hang Bently, especially when 
that man was in police custody. The Judges in 
this country are like the lord God Almighty, 
they work in some very mysterious ways. 

It remains a fact that the scab was truly 
responsible for this 'crime' because I am sure 
that he does not take a taxi to work at his 
pit under normal circumstances. So I say that 
that person and the others who did arrange for 
this taxi were the truly guilty ones in this 
case. The capitalist system we are forced to 
live under at the present time, and their 
cronies in the Tory Government who pass laws 
in the 'Palace of Varieties' at westminster 
to deprive working people of our country of 
their civil liberties condemn these two un
fortunate miners simply because they are 
miners, so as to say, 'if you choose to rebel 
against the Establishment, then this is your 
reward' . 

I hope that these words express how I feel 
in relation to these two fine lads. They 
should be released forthwith in order to con
tribute what they can to society and not 
locked away because of corrupt laws passed by 
this most vindictive of all Governments .• 

WORKERS HAMMER 



US keep your bloody hands off Trincomalee! 
..., 

Down with state terror 
against Tamils • Sri Lanka! 

For the federated 
workers republics 

of Eelam and Lanka! 

On the island of Ceylon (Sri Lanka) the 
Tamil minority is struggling not just for 
national rights but for survival. Ever since 
the government~instigated mass pogroms of July 
1983 the Tamil people throughout the island 
have faced escalated bloody repression at the 
hands of JR Jayewardene's Sinhala-chauvinist 
regime. In mid-May of this year, a new spate 
of killings erupted which threatens to unleash 
communal bloodletting of devastating scope and 
savagery. 

In the Tamil north of the island (Jaffna 
peninsula), several years of brutal military 
rule by the mainly Sinhalese army of occupa
tion, aimed at crushing the young Tamil separ
atist guerrillas (popularly called 'Tigers'), 
has only fuelled the sentiments for an indep
endent Tamil state of 'Eelam'. In the face of 
daily atrocities by the army and police, on 14 
May Tamil guerrillas apparently struck back in 
kind. At Anuradhapura, former capital of the 
ancient Sinhalese civilisation and a revered 
centre of pilgrimage for the Buddhist Sinhal
ese (the Tamils are mainly Hindus), gunmen in 
army uniforms reportedly opened fire indiscri
minately on crowds at a bus station and holy 
site, killing scores of men, women and child
ren. The government-controlled press (and the 
foreign capitalist press, which sees strongman 
Jayewardene, locally nicknamed 'Yankee 
Dickie', as a potentially important ally in 
the 'free world') attributes the Anuradhapura 
massacre to the Liberation Tigers of Tamil 
Eelam (LTTE). A joint statement issued in Mad
ras 17 May by the LTTE and three other guer
rilla groups categorically denied involvement 
in this crime and condemned it; the fifth main 
group, in a separate statement, did the same. 

In the days that followed, Sinhalese commu
nalist gangs and the armed forces slaughtered 
defenceless Tamils, including 48 passengers on 
a ferry murdered by 'unknown' assailants who 
arrived on Sri Lankan naval patrol boats. Now 
Jayewardene, openly boasting of his dictator

ial powers, announces 'martial-law courts' and 
plans to arm local communities: 

'The President, who has four more years in 
office, already has considerable powers of 
detention under a two-year-old state of em
ergency, which was extended today. He des
cribed his authority today as "practically 
a dictatorship".' (New York Times, 25 May) 

The plight of the oppressed Tamil masses 
confronted with government-spearheaded com
munalist onslaughts is desperate. It will only 
be aggravated by Tamil guerrillas going over 
to indefensible 'retaliatory' anti-Sinhalese 
communalism. Class-conscious elements of the 
Tamil liberation fighters must themselves 
mount a ruthless campaign against the per
petrators of revolting communalist crimes. 
Only with an internationalist perspective can 
the Lankan working class, Sinhalese and Tamil, 
and the multi-national working class of 
Ceylon's giant neighbour, India, be mobilised 
to defend the Tamil people by revolutionary 
struggle against the reactionary capitalist 
oppressors. 

Ceylon politics since 1948 has followed a 
course of increasing communal polarisation 
through 'salami tactics', driving towards the 
ethnically/religiously 'pure' nation .. Indepen
dence in 1918 took care of the Europeans. 
Virtually the first act of the United National 
Party (UNP) regime that came in at indepen
dence was to render 'stateless' the so-called 
'Indian Tamils', brought to the island in 

Colombo. July 1983: Tamil homes and businesses torched during anti· Tamil pogroms. 

large numbers to be plantation labourers by 
the British after 1850. Then sliced off was 
the 'Burgher' community (descendents of 
intermarriages with the Portuguese, Dutch and 
British colonists), fully half of whom have 
emigrated. The condition of the Lankan army 
today, ill-disciplined thugs rampaging 
against the populace in the north, has a lot 
to do with the squeezing out of the Burghers 
who were important as senior officers under 
the British. In the 1960s high-rankinG Cath
olics in the army became suspect and were 
ousted. The retrograde narrowing of the con
cept of the nation to exclude the 'Ceylon 
Tamils' has proceeded_to the formal enshrine
ment of the Buddhist religion, the 'Sinhala 
Only' language agitation aimed in large meas
ure against Tamils in the civil service and 
professions, the increasingly brutal military 
occupation of Jaffna, the July 1983 pogroms in 
the south intended to destroy Tamil businesses 
in the rest of the island and to induce mass
ive forced population transfer of Tamils to 
the north. Now it seems to be the turn of the 
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Muslims as well to find themselves placed 
outside 'the people'. 

The idea of the ethnically pure nation is 
supremely irrational racialist nonsense. The 
Indian subcontinent has been a crossroads of 
peoples for thousands of years. Notwithstand
ing the myths that are pushed in Lanka and 
abroad about the 'Aryan' Sinhalese and the 
'darker-skinned' Tamils, the fact is that the 
Sinhalese and Tamils can't tell each other 
apart except for tiny details of their dress 
and of course their different languages. 

For the right to Tamil Eelam! 

The anti-Tamil pogroms of July 1983, orch
estrated by the United National Party 
government, were a watershed, surpassing the 
previous outbursts of communalist terror in 
1958, 1977 and 1981. The wave of anti-Tamil 
terror in Colombo (the capital city) and the 
south was spearheaded by well-organised ele
ments like the government's 'trade-union' 
thugs (JSS). The bloodthirsty mobs who burned 
Tamil homes and businesses (and some Indian
owned factories) and incinerated and hacked to 
death the fleeing men, women and children were 
often escorted to their targets by men with 
voters' lists. 

The pogroms, aimed at eliminating the 
important Tamil merchant and business layer, 
were a decisive step in destroying the econ
omic interpenetration of the island's peoples. 
Thousands were killed and upwards of 100,000 
Tamils were forced to flee as refugees to the 
north or to India. Another new development was 

the terrorising of the overwhelmingly Tamil 
workforce of the hill country plantations, 
where the superexploitation of the mainly 
'stateless' Tamil labourers provides most of 
Sri Lanka's foreign-exchange revenues; now as 
many as 200,000 have fled, creating a labour 
shortage. While seeking to place the burden 
of 'splitting the country' on the Tamil sep
aratist sentiment which has grown strong in 

response to ~ationa1 oppression and army occu
pation in Jaffna, Jayewardene's UNP regime and 
its communalist allies have themselves split 
the country, ripping the peoples apart and 
driving to force the Tamils into a 'bantustan' 
in the impoverished Jaffna peninsula (and per
haps a small enclave around Batticaloa in the 
southeast). The indiscriminate terror and at
rocities are designed to seal this situation. 

In early May alone, reported army and Sin
halese communalist atrocities included: 15 ci
vilians killed in Karainagar after guerrillas 
attacked the naval base, 14 bus passengers 
murdered on Pannai causeway, 15 shot dead in
discriminately at Nainathivu, two women on a 
bus raped in Puttalam, more than 70 killed in 
an army retaliatory rampage in the Port Pedro 
area, including 12 schoolchildren, and 50 
youn~ Tamils herded into a community centre at 
Uddupiddy and blown up. After the Anuradhapura 
attack on Sinhalese civilians, fresh army and 
communalist killings erupted in the Eastern 
and North Central provinces. In Colombo police 
sweeps in Tamil areas of Wellawatte and Pettah 
put at least 150 Tamils in detention. The gov
ernment is threatening to impose widespread 
martial law and claims there is a 'concerted 
international Marxist plan' against 'demo
cracy'. As well, Sinhalese youth have report
edly been arrested in the south of the island. 

In Britain, the Tory government which sup
plies Jayewardene with patrol boats and 'for
mer' SAS advisers, is viciously trying to 
prevent refugees entering Britain, claiming 
there is 'no good reason' for Tamils to flee, 
in the face of hideous communalist conflagra
tion. The labour movement here must black 
military cargo bound for the JR regime and de
mand political asylum for Tamil refugees. 

The international Spartacist tendency has 
consistently upheld the Tamils' right of na
tional self-determination -- in other words, 
we recognise their right to separate ~pd form 
their own state. Before July 1983, however, 
we argued against the exercise of that right, 
in favour of united working-class struggle 
to redress Tamil oppression in the context 
of the struggle for socialist revolution 
within the existing unitary island state. 

continued on page 4 
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State terror ••• 
(Co:ltinued from page 3) 

But with the events of Jul.y 1983 the historic 
social balance shifted, uprooting hundreds of 
thousands of Tamils from the south and genera
ting deep bitterness, hostility and mutual 
fear which will not easily be surmounted. 

The prospects for common class struggle be
tween the Sinhalese working class and the op
pressed Tami I minori ty have for the foreseeable 
future been disastrously undermined. The mass
ive murderous repression of the Jaffna Tamil 
people and the escalating outbursts of govern
ment-instigated violence against the Tamils 
elsewhere on the island has brought to the 
forefront the struggle for Eelam. Therefore, a 
socialist perspective of a struggle for a 
Ceylon workers state is expressed now in the 
slogan of federated workers republics of Eelam 
and Lanka. At the same time we recognise -- as 
the Tamil nationalists, who place their hopes 
on pressure or intervention from capitalist 
India, do not -- that the only real hope for 
the Tamil minority to wrest anything from the 
Lankan regime proceeds through the spreading 
to the south of resistance to the rapacious 
government, so that the repreSSive apparatus 
of the state becomes overextended. 

Jayewardene's regime has used its years
long crackdown on 'Tamil terrorism' to further 
its own dictatorial appetites and to seek to 
deflect the Sinnalese working people from 
struggle against the brutal 'austerity' 
measures dictated by international finance 
capital. Sections of the Sinhalese population, 
such as students and female workers in the 
garment sweatshops around Colombo, as well as 
the Tamil plantation workers, have shown wil
lingness to struggle around their demands; 
what is needed is a revolutionary leadership to 
lead class struggle among both the Tamils and 
the Sinhalese against the bloody and cynical 
government that has it in for everybody. 

While championing the right to Eelam, we 
cannot be enthusiastic about the prospects of 
an independent Tamil state in Lanka. A new 
ministate in the arid, underindustrialised 
north and east, burdened with hundreds of 
thousands of immiserated refugees, would usher 
in no bright future for the Tamil masses, nor 
even ensure their national survival in the 
long run. For the federated workers republics 
Jf Lanka and Eelam! For workers revolution 
throughout the Indian subcontinent! For a 
soviet federation of South Asia! 

Army out of Tamil areas! 

In the forefront of the 1983 bloodletting 
were mutinous elements of the Sri Lankan armed 
forces. These forces were then small (16,500 
army, 3000 navy, 2600 air force, and 19,500 
police) and ill-equipped. By dropping the 
period of basic training to eight weeks the 
government hopes to augment its forces by 
2000 every two months. But the Sri Lankan 
armed forces are universally regarded as 
among the most ill-trained and ill-disciplined 
in the world. In the Jaffna peninsula they 
spend most of their time holed up in their 
camps, venturing out only in large formations. 
Tamil youth are kept as hostages, to be shot 
'attempting to escape' in the event of attack. 
The army's characteristic response to taking 
casualties is the ritualistic retaliatory 
strike of burning, looting, raping, and 
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Refugees make hazardous trip across Palk Strait to India 
to flee genocidal anti-Tamil terror. 

indiscriminate shooting. But the conduct of 
the army is not just a matter of poor 'dis
cipline': rather it is part and parcel of the 
bloody communalist poliCies of the government. 

The regime's' wild butchery has not stemmed 
the growth of the Tamil guerrilla organisa
tions, who are estimated to have 2000-5000 
'boys' armed in the field. They have demon
strated increasing military effectiveness and 
pulled off a number of spectacular successes. 
One group, the Tamil Eelam Liberation Organi
sation (TELO), wiped out the police garrison 
at Chavakachcheri on 20 November 1984, then 
followed up on 19 January by blasting a mil~
tary transport train on the main Colombo
Jaffna line (the government admitted 48 killed, 
the Tamils claim many more). And at times they 
operate with great impunity. In mid-February, 
30 guerrillas lifted 2500 gallons of petrol 
from the main Petroleum Corporation depot in 
Jaffna in broad daylight. The fractious Tamil 
organisations, in particular two of the larger, 
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam 
and the Peoples Liberation Organisation of 
Thamileelam (PLOT) are not averse to settling 
their differences by machine-gunning each 
other. But under the impact of the government 
onslaught there have been moves for unity and 
'coordination'. Recently, the LTTE joined with 
TELO, Eelam Revolutionary Organisation (EROS) 

and the Eelam Peoples Revolutionary Liberation 
Front (EPRLF) in an Eelam National Liberation 
Front (ENLF). 

But if the Tamil military organisations 
have not fared too badly against the army, the 
government's policies are directed against the 
whole Tamil population, to terrorise and 
starve it into submission. On 30 'November 1984 
the government announced a new series of dra
conian measures. A coastal prohibited zone 
around the north coast from Mannar to Mullai
tivu extending five miles to sea and 100 yards 
inland was declared. Immediately this rendered 

Left: Tamil women tea estate workers. Right: leader of 1984 strike by predominantly Sinhalese women Polytex 
workers addresses support rally at Colombo University. Linked through a revolutionary programme, such struggles 
can bring down Sinhala-chauvinist capitalist rulers. 
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97,000 fisherfolk homeless and without liveli
hood. As well, permits are required for all 
vehicles, including bicycles. The 700,000-odd 
bicycles in the Northern province play an in
tegral part in the transportation of goods and 
people. Now only the permit holder and his im
mediate family may use a bicycle, and permits 
are only issued by senior police officers. In 
Jaffna peninsula only one police station is 
still open, in Jaffna itself. Tamils are wise
ly loath to go near the place -- too many have 
never emerged again! Curfews that disrupt food 
and fuel supplies and the harvest, travel re
strictions, and the destruction of road cul
verts by the army all add up to a calculated 
policy of economic spoliation and starvation. 
The government has a declared policy of 'vica
rious responsibility' to punish the local pop
ulation for any 'terrorist incidents' in its 
neighbourhood. 

After President JR dissolved the 'Round 
Table Conference' negotiations in December, 
the government has made little or no pretence 
of seeking a negotiated political settlement. 
In January the government announced an accel
erated plan for Sinhalese colonisation into 
Tamil areas. This colonisation has long been a 
source of grievance for the Tamils. Trincoma
lee, the strategic naval harbour, was once 
overwhelmingly Tamil: now it is half Sinhal
ese; and the much publicised Mahaweli De
velopment Scheme has been used for Sinhala 
colonisation. Now 200,000 Sinhalese are to be 
settled in the area between Vavuniya and Ele
phant Pass, south of the Jaffna peninsula. 
'Disloyal' (Tamil) people will be displaced by 
'loyal' (armed Sinhalese) settlers. As this 
programme accelerated in February and March a 
new wave of some 15,000 Tamils fled as refu
gees to India. The sinister Minister for Na
tional Security, Lalith Athulathmudali, calls 
this 'racial integration'. Elsewhere in the 
Eastern province provocateurs have staged com
munalist murders in order to whip up strife 
between the Tamils and the significant Muslim 
community. 

Impoverished Sinhalese are induced to vol
unteer to settle in the north with promises 
including grants of 30,000 rupees (about £750), 
a monthly allowance and 3-5 acres. They are to 
be the cannon fodder in a bloody 'conquest of 
the land'. Despite the government's fondness 
for the example of the Zionist settlements 
(and the government's Mossad advisers), these 
colonies will be no kibbutzes, armed with 
technological superiority and backed by the 
might of the Zionist state. Rather they will 
be the focal point for an uneven, but all-sided, 
communal bloodletting. And for the Sinhalese 
peasants who will survive, there will be no 
escape from the exploitation and poverty they 
may believe they left behind in the south. One 
result of the UNP's accession to power in 1977 
and its policies of 'let the capitalist robber 
barons come' has been a rapid acceleration in 
capitalist differentiation in the countryside. 
In the southeast Sinhalese peasants are being 
thrown off their land to make way for multi
national sugar plantations. In the Mahaweli, 
many settlers have been made landless and des
titute. Meanwhile the landlords, UNP politicos 
and their spiritual apologists, the Buddhist 
clergy, get fat and rich. 

The horrific Sinhala chauvinist extermina
tion campaign has provoked a backlash from 
some of the Tamil fighters, many of whom in 
the past expressed pride that they had never 
attacked Sinhalese civilians. On 30 November 
1984 upwards of 45 Sinhalese were slaughtered 
at Dollar and Kent farms in the Vanni. These 
farms had earlier been run as rehabilitation 
centres for Tamil refugees from the hill coun
try. The army expelled the Tamils, and Sin
halese convicts were sent in. Tamil organisa
tions claim that the settlers acted as para
military terror squads. But the coordinated 
attacks on the farms went beyond self-defence 
or even retribution against the guilty thugs. 
Men, women and children were killed indiscri
minately. Soon after, on 2 December, eleven 
Sinhalese fisher folk were killed in the vil
lages of Nayaru and Kokkilai on the northeast 
coast. Once again it was claimed that Sinhal
ese thugs had been terrorising the district, 
but again the 'reprisal' was indiscriminate. 
Both attacks have been ascribed to, and in
deed justified by, the LTTE. 

The Tigers are being blamed for the recent 
massacre at Anuradhapura, though they have 
denied responsibility. Indeed some Tiger sup
porters have blamed the Sinhala leftist JVP 
and many Tamils suspect government agents pro
vocateurs. Given the government's use of 'big 
lie' techniques and the press censorship, 
caution is dictated. But the shift in the 
Tigers' tactics towards indefensible commun
alist retaliation against non-military tar
gets, as indicated by the earlier atrocities at 
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Dollar/Kent and the attacks on Sinhalese 
fishermen, makes the government's account of 
the Anuradhapura massacre believable to the 
Sinhalese masses. Purportedly the Anuradhapura 
attack was intended as a reprisal for the mur
der of 70 Tamils in Jaffna (following a guer
rilla success that killed an army major and 
several soldiers), and perhaps as a demon
stration of the capacity to take the war to 
the Sinhalese heartland. But this sort of 're
prisal' is indiscriminate communalist murder 
which can only help fuel the reactionary dyn
amic favoured by the Sinhalese reactionaries. 
All the Tamil guerrilla organisations are 
steeped in nationalism, whose ultimate logic 
is 'kill the Sinhalese'. Meanwhile the Sin
halese, like the Israeli Zionists, hold the 
upper hand while seeing themselves as an in
herently embattled minority in imminent danger 
of being swamped by the tens of millions of 
Tamils of south India. Thus the Tigers' 
nationalism points in a direction which is not 
only racist, but deadly dangerous for the Tamil 
minority in Lanka. 

US out of the Indian Ocean! 

Jayewardene's massacres take place in the 
context of US imperialism's drive for war 
against the Soviet Union, and help to pave the 
way for US imperialism's counterrevolutionary 
plans in the region. The US imperialists would 
dearly love to get their hands on strategic 
Trincomalee harbour in the Indian Ocean, as 
part of a network of bases stretching from 
Diego Garcia to Alice Springs and Subic Bay, 
target ted on the Soviet and Vietnamese workers 
states. Trincomalee is traditionally a Tamil 
area; hence, the colonisation of Sinhalese and 
the manipulated communalist violence there are 
part of Jayewardene's plans to become a 
favoured tool for US imperialism. 

Right now perhaps, the United States is 
being a little coy about its appetite for 
Trinco so not to upset Rajiv Gandhi, who they 
hope might do for India what Sadat did for 
Egypt and break the alliance with the Soviet 
Union. But in the meantime the most powerful 
Voice of America transmitter outside the 
United States itself is being installed at 
Chilaw on the northwest coast of Ceylon. From 
there the VOA will be able to beam its 
counterrevolutionary message to Soviet Central 
Asia, East Africa and China. The installation 
will have the capacity to jam India's defence 
communications systems. Jayawardene wants to 
trade anti-Soviet loyalty for aid in crushing 
the Tamils. Recently, on a visit to kindred 
spirit Zia in Pakistan he provocatively indi
cated his support for the Islamic counter
revolutionaries in Afghanistan. On the same 
trip Jayewardene also talked of self
determination for Kashmir, a provocative gest
ure towards India. 

A flashpoint for India/Lanka tensions has 
been the narrow Palk Strait where the Lankan 
navy has been shooting at just about anything 
that moves, killing Indian fishermen and 
looting their catches. Early in the year, the 
Indians seized a Sri Lankan naval patrol 
boat, in a calculated warning. 

The UNP regime has been flirting dangerous
ly with ignoring the power realities of the 
region. India presently does not like the idea 
of US bases on its doorstep (nor do they like 
having to deal with the mounting number of 
refugees, now estimated at over 100,000 from 
Lanka). Of course, the Gandhi regime does not 
want to be seen as encouraging a secessionist 
movement, having enough of its own to contend 
with in India itself. However the mess in Lanka 
could snap the tightrope Congress Party is 
walking in south India. Congress does not run 
a single state government in the south, and 
its main ally the Tamil Nadu governing party 
threatens to disintegrate if its main leader, 
a paralysed ex-film star, should die. To the 
Indian regime an invasion of Lanka might ac
tually look like less trouble than the situ
ation in Tamil Nadu, horne of about 60 million 
Tamils, if Jayewardene cannot restrain his 
people from destroying the Tamil people in 
Lanka. 

Recently talks between Jayewardene and 
Rajiv Gandhi were held in New Delhi, while 
their respective 'security' and 'defence' min
isters 'consider [ed] ways of ending separatist 
Tamil guerrilla violence and reprisal actions 
by the security forces .... Meanwhile, the Sikh 
week of protest to commemorate the first anni
versary of the Indian army's assault on the 
Golden Temple began peacefully at the weekend' 
(Guardian, 3 June). 

Almost without exception the .Tamil organis
ations sow illusions in the Indian bourgeoisie. 
The main bourgeois parliamentarist group, the 
Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF), openly 
pleads for Indian intervention. And in accord 
with Hindu chauvinism, many Tamil militants in 
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Lanka dismiss the legitimate rights of the 
Sikhs. When Mrs Gandhi, the butcher of Amrit
sar, got her just deserts many of the Tamil 
groups fell over themselves in lamentation. 
One group identified Mrs Gandhi as 'One of the 
closest sympathisers of the oppressed people 
of Thamileelam' and called her assassination 
'one of the darkest days in the history 
of Thamileelam' (PLOT Bulletin, vol 1 no IV, 
undated). Likewise another laments that Tamils 
have lost 'a mother-figure itself' who was 
'always a dependable guarantor of their ulti
mate survival' (EROS, January 1985). 

From the beginning we have warned against 
the illusions in the Indian bourgeoisie, 
pointing to the suppression of the Bangladeshi 
Mukti Bahini in 1974. By preaching faith in 
these capitalist allies the Tamil liberation 
fighters are only preparing the way for their 
own bloody suppression. Indeed recently some 
of the organisations have been getting a 
lesson from these 'friends'. In India, Lankan 
Tamil militants have been evicted from their 
bases on the Thanjavur coast. Activists from 
the National Liberation Front of Thamileelam 
(NLFT) were recently arrested in connection 
with arms seizures in Madras. EPRLF members 
have been arrested and detained by Indian 
patrol boats. Gandhi's new Prevention of 
Terrorism Act is a threat not just against the 

'1,1, 
Tamil guerrillas in training. 

Sikhs but also against Tamil militants. And in 
April Indian Foreign Secretary Romesh Bhanari 
pointedly condemned all violence, a statement 
viewed by Tamil groups as a 'betrayal'. This 
was not a betrayal but a sign that the Indian 
bourgeoisie is not the type of 'friend' the 
struggle for Tamil liberation needs. 

Bonapartist rule 

To sustain its anti-Tamil repression and 
divert the Sinhalese masses from going after 
their own exploiters, the government and 
Sinhalese ruling class whip up communalist 
hysteria, playing on fears of being a be
leaguered minority facing a Tamil/Indian 
threat and on the myths of being the Lord 
Buddha's 'chosen people' and the true 'sons of 
the soil'. In the forefront of the racist 
mobilisations is the Maha Sangha, the governing 
body of the Buddhist monks. Fascistic elements 
like former cabinet minister Cyril Mathew and 
power elements within the UNP regime itself 
egg the JR regime on to further excesses. But 
the regime faces other pressures and con
straints, underpinning its increasingly bona
partist and dictatorial nature. No elections 
will be held until 1989 (if then) and rumours 
circulate of military coups, especially if the 
ageing Jayewardene were to die. In fact the 
Sinhalese working class ~s a long history of 
militant struggles, at times even led by os
tensible Trotskyist formations (see 'The 
struggle for Trotskyism in Ceylon' by Edmund 
Samarakkody, Spartacist no 22, Winter 1973-
74). And in the last year significant pockets 
of class-struggle militancy and resistance to 
the regime have emerged among sections of the 
Sinhalese. 

The economy has been driven into the 
ground, not solely by the present regime, and 
is now a real basket case, providing fertile 
ground for religious fanatics but also oppor
tunities for class struggle against the common 
enemy. Sri Lanka is the most aid-dependent 
country in the world, but since July 1983 both 
aid and investment have dried up. Tourism has 
dropped off drastically. Remittances from 
migrant workers in the Middle East, which is 
the second foreign exchange earner after te~, 
face severe cutbacks. US protectionism 
threatens the garment industry. Defence 
spending has of course burgeoned. The fish 
catch is down by 40 per cent, largely as a re
sult of the naval prohibited zone in the 
north. The price of fish (a crucial source of 
protein) trebled in the first two months of 
this year. One presidential adviser has warned 
the government of 'insurgency conditions' in 

the south if prices keep going up. When the 
regime calls on the Sinhalese not to launch 
new pogromist attacks on Tamils, not to 'play 
into the hands' of the northern 'terrorists', 
this is not just hypocrisy. They are scared 
that the army and police would get over
extended and that the economy would collapse 
completely. 

It is only a boom in world tea prices that 
has kept the economy staggering along. But 

that wealth is produced by Tamils! Economical
ly the tea plantation workers have been and 
remain potentially the most powerful sector of 
the Lankan working class. The material basis 
of the parliamentary reformism that infests 
the dominant working-class organisations in 
Lanka (and of the various social welfare 
measures like free education that were won on 
the island) lies in the superexploitation of 
the 'stateless', disenfranchised and predomi
nantly women Tamil plantation workers. 

Abandoned by the reformist left parties and 
offered little other than that they can go to 
live in Eelam by the sundry Tamil national
ists, the plantation workers remain a powerful 
force capable of providing the key to a pro
gressive solution on the island. Last year be
cause of the tea price boom and the pogrom
induced plantation labour shortage, the 
plantation workers were able to strike success
fully for pay increases. Since then other 
smaller strikes have broken out, often over the 
harassment of trade-union militants and youth 
by the police. In Kandy Buddhist leaders have 
been demanding that the Tamils be replaced 
with Sinhalese men and women because 'estate 
labourers had now become a terrible headache 
to the nation'. But an unorganised casual 
rural labourer earns more than a plantation 
worker, and no Sinhalese peasant wants to work 
on these virtual slave plantations (which is 
why the Indians were brought in there in the 
first place). Terrlbly oppressed and ex
ploited, the plantation workers are strategi
cally placed and have shown their willingness 
to struggle. 

After tea exports and workers' remittances 
from abroad. the garment industry is Lanka's 
biggest exchange earner. In the Free Trade 
Zone and in other factories scattered around 
Colombo, foreign investors were promised rich 
pickings by exploiting a 'disciplined' and 
educated workforce for less than a dollar a 
day. In the last year the textile workers, 
predominantly young Sinhalese women, at 
factories like Polytex, Magnum Garments and 
most recently Apparel Exports, have fought 
hard strikes to improve their conditions and 
pay (see 'Hail Lankan women workers struCgle', 
Workers Hammer no 69, May 1985). The same 
police who butcher Tamils baton-charge the 
picket lines of these women workers. The same 
government that oppresses the Tamils super
vises the superexploitation of these young 
Sinhalese women. The resistance of these women 
and the struggle of the Tamil plantation work
ers, if linked through a revolutionary pro
gramme and party, could be the deathknell of 
capitalism in Lanka. 

The Sinhalese working masses have plenty of 
reasons of their own to rise up against the 
bonapartist Jayewardene regime which is 
squeezing them in the interests of the bour
goisie and international imperialism. The cop 
assaults on strikers, on students, on women at 
this year's International Women's Day demon
stration in Colombo -- this is what the 
government wants for its 'own' people. When 
the UNP regime introduced an anti-separatist 
oath for parliament to oust the Jaffna Tamil 
parliamentarians (who became the main Opposi
tion in 1977 when the voters massively reject
ed the Sri Lanka Freedom Party), this was 
part of a series of sweeping moves against 
formal bourgeois democracy. Strikebreaking, 
slashing of social programmes, censorship, 
attacks on students, Jayewardene's arrogation 
of dictatorial powers, the years of martial 
law in the north, ruinous attacks on the 
plantations, communal violence -- these are 
what bloody capitalism has to offer. A rev
olutionary party must be forged to weld the 
desperate grievances of the workers and peas
ants into a united fight against the capital
ist regime. 

The IMF of international bankers dictates 
more austerity for Sri Lanka, including the 
dismantling of the state education system, In 
late January the parliament passed a Univer
sities Amendment act, introducing private uni
versities which only the rich can afford and 
abolishing the democratically elected student 
councils. Prime Minister Premadasa declared 
that the governemnt did not want any 'mini
general elections' among students. Large stu
dent protests erupted with the police resort
ing to baton-charges and tear gas in Colombo. 

continued on page 6 
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State terror. • • 
(Continued from page 5) 
Opposition party leaders were arrested, a num
ber of universities closed down and total cen
sorship imposed on all reporting of student 
and university affairs. Still on 20 February 
students gathered to hoot and jeer the presi
dent as he drove to the state opening of 
parliament. 

Parliamentary cretinism and popular frontism 
The evolved shameless parliamentary cretins 

of the Lankan left strive to channel the 
rumblings of discontent, such as the student 
protests, into new class-collaborationist 
schemes, seeking to refurbish their longstand
ing bloc with the Sri Lankan Freedom Party 
(SLFP), which has traditionally been even more 
hostile to Tamil rights than the UNP. Founded 
by SWRD Bandaranaike in the early 1950s as a 
populist-nationalist split from the UNP in al
liance with the Buddhist clergy, the SLFP en
tered the big time in Ceylon politics with 
its 'Sinhala Only' racist campaign on the 
language question in the mid-1950s. The 
wurking-class parties, the Lanka Samasamaja 
Party (LSSP) which is often falsely described 
as 'Trotskyist' and the Communist Party (CP), 
scented future ministerial portfolios in a 
'united front'. The reformists looked to the 
SLFP to fight the 'main enemy', the UNP, which 
openly represented the summits of the Lankan 
ruling class and was the preferred instrument 
for the intereits of British capital. This 
capitulation became decisive in the mid-1960s 
when the LSSP and CP openly entered an SLFP 
government. (The Spartacist tendency in Lanka 
came out of the LSSP left wing, associated 
with Edmund Samarakkody, which split away in 
opposition to the entry into bourgeois govern
ments.) The class-collaborationism of the 
opportunist left thus led them straight into 
an unholy alliance with Sinhala-Buddhist 
racism, turning their backs on an honourable 
history of support for Tamil minority rights. 

The debacle of the popular front in power 
was decisively demonstrated in the 1977 elec
tions which gave the UNP a huge majority. The 
working masses had expected a vast improvement 
in their living standards from 'their' govern
ment, headed by Bandaranaike's widow. But Mrs 
Bandaranaike's rule became synonymous with 
corruption, the economy (not least the 
nationalised plantations) was a disaster, and 
when in 1971 thousands of discontented rural 
Sinhalese youth rose up, led by the New Left
ist JVP, enraged over broken promises and the 
prospect of unemployment, they were slaughter
ed in rivers of blood. Mrs B held on under a 
draconian years-long 'Emergency', paving the 
way for Jayewardene's massive electoral vic
tory. The masses' increasing disenchantment 
with the SLFP had led to some token self
criticisms from the CP and a left split from 
the LSSP to form the Nava Sarna Samaja Party 
(NSSP), but the whole spectrum of opportunists 
remains firmly wedded to its perspective of 
new alliances with the SLFP. 

When posters appeared seeking to whip up a 
'Russian scare' with claims that the USSR was 
backing the Tamil struggle in the north, the 
CP scurried to display its loyalty to the Sin
hala state and denounce the Tamil insurgents 
as 'terrorists': 

'Countries like America, Britain and West 
Germany give aid, support and make homes 
for northern terrorists. In these countries 
funds are collected on a large scale for 
this movemen~ .... However the Soviet Union 
has not given protection to any Tamil 
youth. There, funds are not collected for 
the terrorist movement.' (Attha, I December 
1984) 

And the CP pledged that it would 'give the 
necessary support to the government at this 
time of severe crisis'. 

The NSSP, which is linked with the mis
named 'Militant' tendency of the British 
Labour Party, seeks to occupy a terrain some
what to the left of the LSSP and CP and is 
generally more coy about supporting Mrs B but 
remains wedded to class-collaborationist blocs 
with the SLFP. During the student protests the 
NSSP scurried about brokering a 'joint action 
group' to include the SLFP, the MEP and the 
Sri Lanka Mahajana Party (SLMP). The MEP is a 
communalist outfit whose leader has made a 
name for himself in parliament by advocating 
more and better arms for the government troops 
in the north. And the SL~W, which according to 
NSSP 'theory' is a 'working-class formation', 
is a bourgeois party run by Mrs Bandaranaike's 
daughter and sOH-in-law which champions the 
'inviolability of the unitary state'. 

The NSSP sometimes claims to support the 
Tamils' right to self-determination but in the 
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time-honoured fake-Marxist fashion gives this 
'self-determination' a content other than 
recognition of the right of separation. Thus 
the NSSP supported Jayewardene's meaningless 
'autonomy' proposals to the 'Round Table Con
ference'. And the NSSP's Vickramabahu Karun
aratne writes: 

'To talk of separation before taking power 
is to put the cart before the horse. Sepa
ration or integration entirely depends on 
what changes take place within the Sinha1a 
nation.' ('Letters to Tamil Samasamajist', 
emphasis in original) 

In other words, it's all up to the Sinhalese. 
For Karunaratne Tamil self-determination must 
be either integration in Lanka or unification 
with the Tamils of south India. And scandal
ously, the NSSP has been careful not to say a 
word against the collection of funds and other 
resources for the National Defence Fund for 
the government's communalist war. 

Lately there has emerged in Lanka a more 
leftist current of armchair advocates of 'arm
ed struggle'. A leading ideologue for these 
enthusiasts of the 'Nicaraguan road' is Dayan 
Jayatilleke, who to his credit has espoused 
the right of Tamil self-determination. But be
neath this militant veneer lurks the same old 
popular-frontist tailism which led his fore
bears to ally with the communalist SLFP. Wri
ting in 1984 Jayatilleke went into raptures 
over the new SLMP, mimicking the old excuses 
for tailing the SLFP as a supposedly dynamic 
mass movement of indeterminate class character: 

'The SLMP has not yet crystallized into a 
party which is hegemonized by, or articu
lates the interests of a single identifi
able class .... It is in fact a healthier 
phenomenon; one with greater potential, a 
multi-class bloc, a transitional political 
formation and perhaps an embryonic mass 
movement.' (Lanka Guardian, 15 May 1984) 
Presently leading the pack in Sinhalese 

chauvinism is the JVP, which had originally 
emerged as a leftist response to the betray
als of the reformist left. Reflecting its base 
among radicalised Sinhalese petty-bourgeois 
youth, the JVP always had a streak of anti
Tamil chauvinism, going on about 'Indian ex
pansionism', a code word for seeing the Tamils 
in Lanka as fifth columnists. But for years 
the JVP enjoyed strong support among students, 
controlling the student councils at most cam
puses (not including Jaffna). Since July 1983 
the JVP has been a particular target of gov
ernment witchhunting which seeks to make an 
amalgam of Tamil 'terrorists', the USSR and 
'extremists' in the south. 

The JVP is aggressive in espousing a vir
ulent anti-Tamil line. It vehemently denies 
any contact with the Tamil liberation fighters 
and labels their struggle an 'imperialist 
plot'. It attacks the UNP government from the 
right, denouncing it for 'secret attempts' to 
'foist on the country a federal solution'. The 

JVP has pledged not to attack the army and po
lice by word or deed while they are fighting 
'terrorism'. JVP head Wijeweera pledges 'sac
rifices' for the nation and the JVP slogan is 
'Defeat Eelam'. This year the JVP celebrated 
May Day with resolutions in its trade-union 
paper, l1a1ime, labelling the Eelam movement as 
'overflowing with CIA agents who are acting 
according to US imperialism's regional strat
egy .... The revolutionary movement of this 
country rejects the Eelamist ideology and 
their violent actions.' The resolutions attack 
the UNP for 'dragging the country to the brink 
of separation' and in effect call for the 
jailing of Amirthalingam, the most prominent 
of the respectable Tamil parliamentarians, de
nouncing JR for 'the whitewashing of Amirthal
ingam, who maintains relations with organisa
tions that are directing violent acts towards 
the bifurcation of the country, as well as the 
continued free reign given to Amirthalingam to 
act contrary to the sixth amendment' (which 
illegalised advocacy of Eelam). Thus the JVP. 

born out of the betrayals of the 'old left' 
groups, has now more than matched their capi
tulation to Sinhala chauvinism. 

Forge a revolutionary workers party 

The situation on the island is on a down
hill slide into even greater communal blood
letting. The main left parties in Lanka are 
steeped in Sinhala-chauvinist class-collabora
tion. The petty-bourgeois Tamil guerrilla 
organisations are nationalist, pandering to 
the Indian bourgeoisie and indifferent to the 
crucial struggles of the plantation workers. A 
revolut ionary workers party opposed to popular
frontist alliances and standing firmly for 
Tamil self-determination must be built. This 
is what the Spartacist League/Lanka is fight
ing for. Among elements of the Tamil activists 
the SL/Lanka, despite its small size, has won 
for itself a reputation as the only consistent 
defenders among the Sinhalese for Tamil nation
al rights. From among the Tamil militants, 
including the exiles in India, a Bolshevik 
nucleus must be forged linked to the construc
tion of a Trotskyist party throughout the sub
'continent. In their newspaper (Lanka Sparta
cist no 8, January-March 1985) our comrades 
put forward the revolutionary slogans around 
which such a party must be forged: 
• Not nation against nation but working class 

against capitalist class! 
• Not vne cent nor a drop of blood for the ra

cist war! 
• For the right of Eelam for the Tamil nation! 
• Release all political prisoners branded as 

'terrorists' ! 
• Defeat the anti-Soviet war drive! 
• For a federated socialist republic of Lanka 

and Eelam! 
• Forward to a soviet socialist republic of 

South Asia!. 

Tamil refugees speak out 
Workers Hammer was able to interview 

several Tamil refugees recently arrived in 
Britain. We print below just some of their 
stories of the terror in Sri Lanka today. 

Young woman, Jaffna: Before July '83, in 
May '83, probably after the local government 
election, army forces came into my house and 
tried to kill us. At that time my brother and 
myself and my parents were tbere. Through fear 
we had to run away out the rear door. We just 
left our house because we wanted to save our 
lives. And they all came into our house and 
looted everything .... 

So many troubles like that are going on. 
Our area is close to the university, and it's 
very difficult to live there for the young 
boys and girls. The boy next door, the army 
once entered his house and called his name. 
He's just innocent, they called his name, and 
shot him down. Another house, they went into 
that house and pulled out one old gentleman 
and his son who lived there. Both of them came 
out and on the spot they shot them and they 
died. 

You cannot go on the roads because you have 
to have permission and a licence. Even if you 
are going by bike, when the army convoy comes 
you have to stop and stay on the side and they 
always throw some acid on the civilians. And I 
know that one of my friends' sister, when she 
was going to school, she is a student, ad
vanced-level student, they threw some acid on 
her and she almost lost her sight in one eye. 
And another girl, she is a student of Jaffna 
University, when she was going for an examin
ation they threw some down, it went into her 

ears and she lost her hearing. 
Young man, Battica1oa: The Sri Lankan army 

arrested my brother in September 1984 and took 
him into their custody. From that time the Sri 
Lankan army has come to my house almost daily 
and they check whether we get any letters from 
outside. They suspect my brother is also in
volved in this freedom fighters movement and 
that's why they arrested my brother. But to my 
knowledge he doesn't have any connection with 
this freedom fighters movement. Very often 
they come and enquire and actually they check 
whether I am having any connection with these 
freedom fighters. They took my brother to the 
police station and they beat him. His arms and 
his legs were very badly injured .... 

Tamil-Muslim riots broke out on April 13th 
1985. Some Muslim thugs came with the Sin
halese commandos and they looted some things 
from our house and they damaged a part of our 
house. In the night, with the help of these 
commando forces the Muslims came to our 
neighbourhood houses. They came by armoured 
cars and they used their lights. They went 
into the houses and gradually they started de
molishing the houses and residences of my 
neighbourhood. By their doing such things to 
Tamils we have decided we can't live there. I 
just got out of my home town to go somewhere 
in this world and get peace. I didn't think 
that I will come to Britain, but I thought 
that I should go somewhere. I didn't come here 
to get a job or get into a college but I just 
came for my safety and life. I would like to 
get back to my home town if there is peace and 
harmony in my home country. 

continued on page 14 
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'The Itaua.'.~ti6D'in fro~t O:f:fiie~harg~ 
ingBriUilhwaS like aswirl~ l''iver ,of '. 
bod"1e&whicllbegan tocu«::tldk" down the ter:" 
,'l'~. At thisj)o.lil.:t;.I}wewthat people' 
,'were dying:~.:~ ~rowd' waill 1 ike, an anima'l 
f611o,,~.~I-t:s own logic. The:Itai:l,aJl.'.tij." 
Q~:;.~iit . began to bre..",_*~;~:.~H~' 
o:t'the gi-andstan4:~·;"l,c·i8B""terrifieci. I now 

, uhderstandh.::\'ats' ~tart . '(JtaU;n',' !3pec-
tat6r~ifcifed in Sunday:~i~, 2 Jtine~" , 

. ~t:lfomeone shou1;ed '~t~'bUgger.sare ffam, 
the- Nat,:l:eDa.l.F!.'Oat';~ ••• 'llbey . started .lob.
bing ,mi$811e$ at tlleHalians. It-was they 
wh91ed. the, break-into e f~Hohiiialid tl1in 
it .;Wasmay.h_. ,.,'_~~'li:tve~pool fan quoted 
in Guard.;ian, 31~Ifi'yj~,' .. : 

, • ~- ~ > - -

'l~' blOo\ly ~fiiage of'BrusSels :38 dead and 
250 injured "after Briti.,:foo-toaTI thugs ram-.c 
paged at the 29 )f8y~ur6p~iii Cup-Fin.!!l be
tween LiVer.popland Juventus .!-s grieving i'el~ . 
atives of It~lian victims flew, in ,to collect 
theirdead..i tr~iOti <lacks wer:ebuJ"ned In the 
st.ree"'ts of It:alian citi~s and some fifty cars 
with CB sticke~fI.were smash~dii'p 'in Paris. A 
massive bomb wawcdelill;'edtij-police outside 
Marks and Spencer in Brussels. The European 
tootb~ll, associ,ation UEFA immedbtely banned 
English clubs f.rom-:cOntin.ental~ Europe for an 
'indefinite period'; then FIFA banned them 
fromplayitig abroad anywhere, even in Scot
l~d.These bans, seeking to.pin ',collective 
guilt' on an entire nation" s,erve only to 
fuel 'the chauvinist flames and must be 

·oppo'sed.. . 

Th~fascists were in it up to their filthy 
necks~ fascjst' exploitation of 'tlle mindless 

, thuggery. whiCh ~ppears to be endemi~ to the 
~ 'football incWstry; has become a commonplace 

in 'recent years. Recru~ting lel'lflets for the 
National Front 'and British National Party and 
rac;tst ,trash demilnding 'Kill the' niggers' we~e 
c.irctilatfng" :freely before the match, and.- , 
bllntler oftha ttalian ;fascist Ordine NUovo wa'S 

"a,}.,so pre~ent.Two'y~rSago,f~§.cil3ts fro~ , 
a:et-o&$.Europe. converged on WestB~l"lin in an 
at t eJii}1ttd'~¥1hoti'~a ""lbl:tt2tfwHll' ~''v,i$itd:IigTurk- , 

.~ ",';'~~~!i:lt.~7{~~ .. ~:~~~~~~~3;~~ 
'Thatcll~~"sei.zed on the h~~ror of Brussels 

as an occasion to repeat'yet again her vile 
';- amalgam of footbififhooliganism, picket l.irie 

· ... violence' and Irish Republicanism. Radio 
Moscow pointed -to' li" 'more app;~p:r:iate amalgam:. 
' ... no matter how infamoUs 'is the tragedy 
that has taken place in Brussels, it stems 
directly from the violence applied against 
striking miners • participants in the eND, 
against fighters for civil rights in Ulster, 
elevated to' state policy.' .The decrepitude of 
post"-imperial Britain, reinforced by Thatcher's 
swingeing attacks on ,all oppress.ed, must ine~i;':: 
tably breed such mindless, chauvinist reaction. 

It was ,the heroic, miners whom Thatcher 
tried to crush in blood. who pointed the road 
out of the ba:tbarism witnessed in Brussels. 
Instead of fences to separate rival ,gangs 
competing in bloodthirsty patriotism, we saw' 
French and Englishmiilers shoulder-to-shoulder 
singing the 'Internationale,'. During the strike 
a letter in the Miner (17 January) described a 
Christmas party in ~aerdy Workingmen's Club: 

~.; 

~". ,.;. '.' ',; ."" , .• ,:, es 
<~. - .:';". - .', . .~ 

'.~ -:.;;~ -:.-: - - " :- ... ,"', -:.:. :;.. .. ' '. . 

!.: . .F'-'-

'.Santatul:"lledqut to be amenib~r of a 10~person 
ttal;f;a-n(jelEi.~:ah(m:. from Milan and' Brescia 
who havei-~fs.~dmore .than~20,OOO tor th:e 
miners since the beginning of, November. ' 
Indeed JI!:H-aly now th~abilfty of theta~cJs:t,8 

,t4 exploit a)lti'-Engli~h sentiment with crude, 
:'Kill the British ' rhetoric is, .significantly 
underc~t by the memOry pervasi~e among Italian 
W'erkersthat 'the' strik1ngminer~, "too, ~ere 
~tiSh'; " ;' . '., ' 

Had the miners defeated.Thatcher and opened 
up an intensified working-class offensive 
against capitalist oppression ari~ u"nemployment, 
it would have given the,masses of despairing 
and l1,lmpenised youth' soJiiething pos,i ti veto . 
look to. But; the ~abour 'lI!isleaders who in the 
afte:rmath of Brussels mutter about unemploy
ment and underlying soc,ial causes were tile 
very sallie gentlemen wno·, stll,bbed the 'miners 
strike, in the back, while seelting to scapegoat 
foreign workers for domestic unemployment with 

,tbe1.r appeals.: for racist, chauvinist import 

effect,cot. depriving. tens of thousands of work
ing J)eople of one of the:lr few pleasures 'in 
life. (And as the Bradford fire.cruelly demon-

'Strated, the ruling class doesn't give a damn 
'Jf1'worlf!~-clas~,if~9,tbal1 fans fry on the; 
.terraces.) 

Thatcher's crackdown on 'football hOOligan
ism' is pB;rt and parcel of the massive in:
crease .in open police repression consolidated 
during ,the miners strike,. The gratuitously 
vicious cop rampage at St'onehenge against 
harmless hippies who just wanted to listen to 
rock music and worship the sun' ,is a sig'n of 
the times' in Thatcher 'os sick, sick Britain. 
It's not hard to guess who will be at -the re
ceiving end of the police manhunt for the 
sUPPos,ed culprits: of Brussels in Liverpool -
the largely uneinployed a.rid minority youth who 
rebelled' against her in 1981. . 

The ruling class pigs whO wring their hands 

. Carnage in Brussels: Thatcher's strikebreaking, racist chauVinism fuels fascist terror. 
" - ~' - ; -

controls. And when in Downing Street them~ 
sel ves the only thing ,they do to ,the unemploy
ment figures is push them 'up:', 

Thatcher responded to Brussels byintro~ 
ducing a wh9lerange of ,jn~.asur~s, ihcl,ud.ing 
yet stroJ'lger p0,lict\' 1;1O;'er:s, ·:j.cfenti~y· 'c;ard$' ;.., 
and-a ban on alcOOol' a~ywhere in the' vicillit'~' 
of football matches, and beating the drums for 
her reactionary 'law and order' ~aign. It 
will do nothing to quell the massive and aiml~ss 
disaffection. which festers in an epidemic of 
chronic unemployment, much less to stem the 
fascist gangs who are the openly terrorist 
vanguard of Thatcher's own viciously racist, 
anti-communist, strikebreaking drive for' Vi c
torian values'. But it will have the punitive 

'over 'football' 8 shame' are hypocri t ic~l· in the 
extreme. Writihg in 1945, George Orwell com-
mented: " 

H'll 'I am always"'amazed when I hear people 
saying that sport ~reates goodwill between 
nations, and.that if- only the common 
peoples of the world could meet ,one another 
at fo~tball or cricket, they would have no' 
inclination to meet on the battlefield. 
Even 'if one didn't·know,from concrete ex
amples (the 1936 Olympic games, for in
stance) that international sporting con
tests create orgies of hatred, one could 
deduce it from general principles.' ('The 
Sporting Spirit') . 

READ . THE PAPER THAT TELLS THE TRUTHI 

Add to_Hitler's glorification of Nazism at the 
1936 Berlin Olympics, the 1932'-33 'bodyline' 
cricket test series (English fast bowlers 
aimed straight at Australian batsmen, badly 
injuring seve'ral; diplomatic relations be-' 
tween the ·'mother countrY'-aJ;ld its faithful 
dominion were nearly broken). And what about 
the imperialist boycott of the 1980 Moscow 
Olympics and the hysterical anti-Soviet 
jingoism whipped up over last'summer's games 
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in Los Angeles? Thatcher'S virulently chauvin-' 
ist 'Falklands factor' rhetoric, either 
passively accepted or openly endorsed by the 
Labour misleaders, goes a long way towards 
legitimisirig the fascists who wrap themselves 
in the Union Jack. 

This clapped-out imperialist country can 
only continue to bre~d more ,of the same crap: 
racism, chauvinism, barbarity.' And sport will 
hardly be immune.' A couple of sizeable trade 
union/minority mobilisations t~'meet fasdisi 
provocations on the streets could nip that 
genocidal menace in the bud. But the only way 
to do away with the conditions which spawn 
s,uch filth is to smash capitalism through 
workers revolution. We need. a Leninist van
guard party to lead struggles such as the 
miners strike, which offered hope to millions, 
to put an end to capitalism in all its ir
rational barbarity once and for all .• 
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Smash fascist smear of SL 
We strongly urge our readers to buy and 

read the original version of this article 
published in the paper of the Spartacist 
League/US, Workers Vanguard no 379 (17 May 
1985), available for 25p, including p&p, from 
Spartacist Publications. A solicitor has told 
us that to print the unadul terated truth about 
that scumbag Gerry Healy might be considered 
libellous. This 'libel' system is nothing 
more than a protection from the truth for the 
[,yell-born and the rich which Healy, that sort 
of illegitimate stepchild of dirty digger 
Rupert Murdoch, uses to serve his purposes. 
These laws have no relationship to the ques
t,ion of truth. More often than not, cases are 
neFer even taken to court but succeed in their 
~lirty work simply by intimdating printing 
,=inns. The libel laws in this c011ntry are part 
of a system, including the institution of 
Parliament, used to tame and emasculate would
be [vorking-class militants and render them 
eunuchs. As a paper which prides itself on 
telling the truth to the workers and op
pressed, Workers Hammer can assure our readers 
that we look forward to the day when these 
libel laws and the system of lies they uphold 
are swept away. 

" ~ 

Imagine that you open up a presumably left
wing paper and see this headline: 'Fascists 
Lead 5000 Black Workers to Stop Klan in Wash
ington'. You might think you fell asleep and 
woke up in Alice in Wonderland. What kind of 
'fascists' would lead thousands of militants, 
drawn mainly from predominantly black unions, 
to stop a KKK provocation? On 27 November 1982 
the Spartacist League mobilised the vanguard 
of the black working class to deal a big de
feat to the racist terrorists who, emboldened 
by Reagan reaction and by the broad-daylight 
'Greensboro massacre' of five leftist union 
and civil rights activists in North Carolina, 
were seeking to march in the nation's capital 
for the first time since 1925. Now somebody 
wants you to believe that the organisation 
which led the labour-bas,ed action that stopped 
the Klan is 'racist' and 'fascist'. These 
characterisations of the SL appeared in the 
March 1 Bulletin, newspaper of the Workers 
League. And if the Bulletin did not print the 
headline we have imagined for them about 
November 27, it's only because the WL rarely 
mentions the existence of the mobilisation -
the largest labour-based anti-fascist action 
since the 1939 anti-Nazi rally at Madison 
Square Garden, also led by Trotskyists -
except to bait it as a 'provocation'. 

The WL is the sinister American incarnation 
of Thomas Gerard Healy (aka 'Gerry'), a pleb
eian political adventurer who, as sort of an 
illegitimate stepchild of Sir James Goldsmith, 
Rupert Murdoch and Ian MacGregor, runs a con
siderably larger operation in England. The 
Bulletin article, ostensibly a response to our 
coverage of the case of Bernhard Goetz, the 
so-called 'New York subway gunman', claims 
that our articles are 'explicitly racist' and 
establish the completion of 'the evolution of 
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Union-based mass mobTl1sation of blacks led by reds 
takes back the streets of Washington from killer Ku Klux 
Klan. Healyites now say Spartacists who initiated this 
militant anti-fascist action are 'fascists' •. 

8 

the Spartacist group to
ward fascism'. Later it 
defines us as 'a middle
class cult group' and 
expounds on our poli tical 
origins in the typical 
Healyite style which 
combines deliberate 
slander with a bizarre 
paranoia. The article 
launched in the US was 
picked up and reprinted 
by Healy's papers in 
England and Australia 
and, in Sinhalese trans
lation, in Sri Lanka. 

-8 March 1985 

Then on April 19 a 
new Bulletin article ap
peared headlined 'Spart
acist Opposes Anti
Apartheid Struggle', 
charging us with 'de
moralization, cynicism 
and racism' and terming 
us 'petty-bourgeois 
reactionaries'. Both 
articles carry the by
line of David North, 
head of the local 

US Bulletin '5 cynical smear job against American Trotskyists was intended for foreign 
consumption (and reprinted in 14 March News Line). But militant British miners will 
not soon forget who their friends were - or forgive their despicable Healyite enemies. 

American Workers League. The basis for Healy's 
charges of Spartacist 'racism' and 'fascism' 
boils down to two things: 1) that we object 
to the Healyites' view that people, as opposed 
to the state, have no right to bear arms; 
2) that we say that nothing short of prolet
arian revolution can win freedom for the black 
masses of South Africa. But what's really 
going on here has little to do with Goetz or 
South Africa, and everything to do with the 
British miners strike, as we shall see. 

We are of course no strangers to the Healy 
slander mill, and we've been near tops on the 
Healyite hit list for many years, having been 
awarded in the pages of the Bulletin the gran
diose title of 'fingerman for the world capi
talists' as far back as 1968. But those 
acquainted with Healy, who know that his pre
tensions to be part of the workers movement, 
to be a 'Trotskyist' even, are utterly fraudu
lent, also know that the fevered outpourings 
of Healy's pen are not just random. It is time 
once again to consider the question: what is 
Gerry Healy up to now? 

Gerry Healy has a problem. His problem is 
that a lot of people just learned some things 
in the heat of sharp class struggle in 
Britain. And they saw Gerry Healy and his gang 
fronting for the redbaiters and union-busters, 
screaming for the blood of miners union leader 
Arthur Scargill. 

The British miners strike was 12 months of 
class warfare in the coalfields, a militant 
struggle which shook Margaret Thatcher's 
Britain to its foundations and pointed towards 
the question of which class shall rule. Con
fronted with the deliberate treachery of the 
pro-capitalist Labour Party/Trades Union Con
gress tops who, all in the name of 'unity' of 
course, herded scabs and isolated the miners 
to face Thatcher's fury, the militant miners, 
winning to their side the best elements of the 
oppressed and exploited, h€ld out for a year 
and spiked the Tories' effort at wholesale de
struction of the union. 

All of the English fake~left stands pretty 
exposed by their gutless behaviour. Flinching 
from the hard battle against the hated 'Iron 
Lady', they mostly made outright apologies for 
scabbing, and alL espoused 'unity' when what 
was needed was a sharp break with the TUC/ 
Labour tops' stab-in-the-back refusal to 
spread the miners strike. But even among this 
sorry lot, Healy's gang was distinguished by 
very special treachery. 

Fingerman for TUC Cold Warriors 

Healy made his loathsome 'contribution' to 
the British miners strike before the strike 
began, at the Trades Union Congress meeting at 
Blackpool in September 1983. The order of the 
day there was to draw the line in support of the 
Cold War politics of Reagan/Thatcher and to 
impose on the unions the policies of the TUC 
right wing, including cooperation with the 
Tories over anti-union legislation and con
ciliation towards the rightist, pro-American 

split from the Labour Party, the Social Demo
cratic Party. The key task for the likes of 
Frank Chapple, Bill Sirs & Co was to isolate 
leftist union leaders, and in particular to 
witchhunt miners union head Arthur Scargill, 
so that this militant union should face all 
alone the anti-union assault that Thatcher was 
already preparing. 

The Blackpool TUC opened by solidarising 
with Reagan's barbarous Korean Air Lines 
Flight 007 war provocation against the Soviet 
Union, which sent over 200 innocent people to 
their deaths. Not surprising, given that 
Chapple, Sirs and others of the TUC leaders 
are open sponsors of the CIA-backed 'Labour 
Committee for Transatlantic Understanding', 
mouthpiece in the labour movement for 
Thatcher's NATO-loving line. In the midst of 
this carnival of the Labour rights, on the 
third day of the TUC, the Healyites dropped a 
carefully aimed bombshell: their News Line 
published a letter by Arthur Scargill in which 
he correctly castigated Polish Solidarnosc as 
'an anti-socialist organisation' seeking the 
overthrow of the Polish state. Healy had wait
ed seven weeks to publish Scargill's letter at 
the optimal moment. It was a borianza for the 
Tory rags of Fleet Street and became the 
centrepiece of the TUC right's wholesale red
baiting attack on Scargill. The Healyites were 
so proud that they issued a pamphlet about 
their role in the anti-Scargill witchhunt. 

The British miners strike -- which side 
were you on? This is the defining question for 
the left in England right now. And where was 
Healy? -- the fingerman for the most right
wing agents of British capitalism in the 
labour movement, at the very moment that the 
lines were being drawn for the biggest class 
battle in more than half a century. The South 
Yorkshire miners who reportedly cancelled 
their order for News Line after Blackpool ex
pressed the contempt for Healy and his whores 
which has certainly become generalised in the 
miners' communities. 

We're Marxists, defenders of the working 
class. We vigorously supported the miners 
strike, by raising the strategy and tactics we 
believe were necessary to win the struggle, 
including by seeking where we could to spread 
the strike to other unions ~our supporter 
Patrick Sliney was sacked because he fought 
for active solidarity by his own union). 
American Spartacists, through the Partisan De
fense Committee, raised over $20,000 for the 
British miners from American workers, against 
the active opposition of the AFL-CIO tops who 

"refused to lift one little finger for a mili
tant British union which is led by 'reds' like 
Scargill. We have our' criticisms of the 
mipers' leadership; indeed neither we nor 
Scargill have been quiet about ~ur differ
ences, bu~ over this crucial class battle 
there was a unity of action, albeit a -very 
lopsided one. And Scargill ran the miners 
strike about as well as any Labourite bureau
crat could -- that is, showing the limitations 
and underlying weakness of the best-intentioned 
'Labour lef~' reformist. 

Meanwhile, sbme of the best elements among 
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,;c.V,i'1ners' ~t'~a,t;09ceJ:dljated~u¢'a'tl 
, "nature oi' :theboS8e~,t"~s 

;.' they i~arned $b~~1i1~; llithtY"normalcourse 
01: c~ll:i'llJf~fl~s~~~p~e,tty .quick-Iy, ~ecome, 
.eTOded, or, ~lll>mW,MdAJldefeat ,as poU tical 
Ufe: ,1lOllflJ~a'Ck, l.n'to' tbe usualcbannels--;ie,' 
'tbe reformist cbannels of tbe Labour 'Party. 

, <,,' But th~ miners union has a long memory, and, 
i~ "s our job to j;le~ tbat the lessons of this 
strUggle are not forgotten. Of course all the 
-'left-.ing' 'fakers have a stake 'in the idea" 
. that, past be~rayah should beto~ght'ten, for-

,\;~....acoept", '.i( 'rieceitsary' or Tbevlt abl e < 
•• for ~aly~ n'lsa,prjncipl~ that:there 
:.ustbe'i'io" IIeIl9l-Y' in pril'itical lUe.':Tbe de
ter.aiDat:ioD'to wage ,war on consciousness' is)"" 
~pe ,the:' .o&tconsi&tent feat'ur&} of Healy's 

, 10-.1:bsoae pOlni",.l career:' ,'Vi'" 
"./':;"~:;t .. i.". . v; ') ~,~!.. c~", f{ - ,., • '.t'" ,t.;-":' , 

:-ty'S ::w.u,. in ~time(UM)fD~eII .. t ,",p sc-.giU ,or.witchhunting barrage in T()rypreSs during epter .r 19~~,~..,. Uf?, Jj ;0,' ".; ...,., '!. . , ' 

~ia~~less ~n,c!,;e~.~ir'ef~ ((~,eJ.b'o~ie:d n~d,on' ; ,Catering to t~ .. labour bur~aucracy means 
,,~o~e .f~c::tif'.'.ls.~~.~:r~:i)~ 1i~o.e_~ho. ~I:e '" ~.lmickiDC every.,a~MCt of. :racial insensitivity 
~«? tnclined t.o jU~U~Y"'Dyt:lj,ingin ,the ~~eof a~d polit~calbackwardness.And so,tbe WLdj,s-: 
'~ti-im~~i~l;i.sm' .,~~t :~~ t~ .id~QloSl;'J.s' 'Pl&1,S a recUrrlqg,.f~odness :for cops and pr1soo', 

.involved i~Jl.e~,~,y,~1ip?stur~,;, "t,he c;leal~as con,,":: Ju~rds a~ ~alleged' ,parto.f tbe labour move-
18ti~llt'ed wftlisq~t~¥l4a '~C:t·~mo~e, .S~l,l,\,,{~.~nr '~en¥!i in 19,71t,beBulle tin'sappr,ovingfront-

," .... -u •. 'An'(j.,....tion formre; " the' collected works of Colone! Qadci"tL . page ,article 'oIL a banapart:ist .'strike 'by New 
, , . .' . .... Hedy's elllbt"ace"o:fQ8ddaU·'Wftdt'deid"wrtb 'the"" ¥ork"'cops WAS be~l.j,ned '!few ,York Labqz 

''''wef~ia~,:~4~~f~ \~~:~ia~'yi};~, ,\r~.})?e~r~!I~~(ot"a;;~~~a~y.~te-:'~allY'·.p~p~~I,;; ~ .. , . ~~l~~S"~ '"'''' ; . ";c . "!~ .. ', ' . 

.J, 

. ~'~S ,a~~, .h~"IJ.~~,eg~;;,e,sp,~Sin~,." .. ",;I.lne, !inBtt~l~dt;;t~.tiiOlftW .tft1Jrh'is>p~,VlOb,SJ " 'Ali undat~,8,tMM'~n supple,"nt .issued in 

'\~!4 

"'", 

.t/ > •. 

'.', 

d ____ .atlt:t!"'~~\(l4~stTro,t:~~isA •. (:r;Qd.ecJ.' ·,dail,:r' Wd1+kerS';'Press!'h1rCi"-folded. '~': .,";; j r . ',abotltllarchof;~~s ;year ~r~~J?,t1y,,)l:J.~ra.t: .. , 
~~;:~'l"l.,\rY,!~~3!c;" !ie:,,~I(#~;t,'t:~~~i¥JJ1~iit,~'; ;,~/:;~ilr~~e; ttief"ile~~":t~1i'i~;1H'~¥~8 ~i:'j: etJl1'.';pro1J.~~,,",'T¥>I"UPl'~~~B by Ed Win,;l; a, ,·;14 

. axe. __ .. '~. <.t~ .. 'l.;E~j. ,e. ~.l,~ •. ~."'" ;~P" MaJ.,'" ~"'&Gt. ' .... fl ... kf' ,., ;~.' ,0. ~. ,1;. tie_.w~r,~~.:. ;rt •. ;"uih .. "it,.~." ". e.,,~~ ... :.: ,,' .,' ;"~.ittll ..... ,, .. ,.:bI ... aeJi:~ranSi~ ..... ~. '''','. e,J!'.~. ~.Jl.:~,\,:f~i.lP. d,,~ ... ' ;~:""""~.'."'''';:~ .. '' 
-';'.""1JUtin's .nt. ",_~, ta~r11:Q,Di~p~ran()i.(f,·' f tit. ,'fegi •• '/ ~~r~!I~~~.;"rtt tOt ':'", .~.'Wo1'kerr Leape ~~!11..da te f()!', ~lt~s~da!l.t ,~, . .}.h.e., 
';';_~"_l.u$4.o~,) ~t ~y'dO,: !t4thave. inherent poii-" the WOrken, _';i.~t';. ,.s,rt~~ t~eyha:ve .', .' Untted; States in th4f'l984··'flElctlOur'.lIlJMdNRr t I lid 

tics'of their own n," have they"h"d ~yfoi- a . always been 'd1~~,~1l~i~"'b1'"allincredible, . ed to 'the melllb ers , of the Ne. Yor&,transft 
1~Uaw'".i.~9~.:lte&:ri~. ,t,1!i'QdeeMes., th,ey~a ~e . J'e ~ro,C!~t,~' , i:nst:ab~~ ~~iyan~ ,,;'f' c~~c.:~,aui which .c;>,r~er~ unlon-;--" . ., strat ~~c, UIlion:wt,~W'1a;Id';; ;,cc, , 

'dODe· tt ... d~ best ~,?<; !>e,liIimply all.9rlian~sa tiOD, , . bog&!es the m!-~lCr. Tti~y .ll~~, c~ll;rac'~f!tisecf by 1 it an,!: ,histor,y and' alrigb • propor:t'ibn of black ~ :' 
for hue. ; . ' ' . "slavish Labourite refhr"ism,"h~C:~.~1n the US ,.~panis~-speakin8'~d immi~rant,woJ:kers,.,-" ~~'( 

. Hb~.! .. :,appetites came to fruition when t'Jie . i~eltpresSed in the mo~t grotesque 'catering to supplement runs two !full 'pages 01 newsprint" 
"'a.alyga~ b~ame ,the: IIIOSt unasPamed · devot~es. the ,whl te labo~raristo.eraey .. , 'at the,:s~: ,time .~nlYi on theupcOIIIing: transit, contract and 
ofassorte.d,g~ngs ot ,Near East murderers" aS~hey seek,to .appellil,tQ rest.l~s Y1)uthildth,tb~ perennial-':W~~l.l fora;',Coogress of 

. vicious re~ctioDarY.·.ilitarist r,egimes l~ke .themolit ultra- 'revol:lJtionary',Dot, to slly . ,.~bo;r.' i wHhout ever, mentioning one singl., 
C.olonel Jtu&JlJliar e17Qa.d!lafi' s Islal!lic fanatics' . blo~dthirsty, rhetoric. TJleHealyt,tes are, a 't'prd, about blaok>!People. in any connection. 

·io LtbYa.The,HealYit~s have been among the professional cheeri;p.g s,action·for Thirci,World .Wha:&:; ,kind o£,.progr'a'mme' for city labour ,can 
World'slIOst fUIsOm~,9upporters of tbe ayat01- naUonalislll and worse, at .th~ saille time as eltclude'the centra'l necessity of al&bour-led 
lab Khomeini in, :(ran, 'the most' gr~t:c:!sque cham:- the»:, are marked closer tohoiDeby the most ' .fight_gain,st ra<:J.st oppression, against cop 
pions of the 'unity~ of A-rafat's PLO. In 1979 cringing legalism. Out: of this dichotomy"cpme~, ~x:utalitY"·agains~J'the killer. cutbacks, 
they eltplicitly jUstift'ed the Iraqi BI.l'ath 're~ theattachm~mt to ,frenzied slander and; v:1.ol- .', ~gdnst the resurgent· racist reaction in . 
gime's execution of 21 members of ,the Stalin- ,ence and the lnsisten~e, that nobody SboU1d ·lteagan.'s :America?' The WL caU'S 'for .•• a LabOr 
1st eo-runist Party',' historically the leader- remember what was written yesterday . and th~ ~arty, Obviously one that'wou'tmentiOn blacks 

. ship of the m~litant, strategiC oil workers. day before., . .~, even when addressing a largely black ~nion 
Healy's embrace of . these murderous capitalist Pron;t their earliest days tile '~erican which pught to be.the powerful fist behind the 
regiMs _prepared byyears of cynical adul:.:.Healyites have been (In' the lDarketfpr an in- demands of the impoverished ghetto .masse's. 
ation,of'the' so-called 'Arab Revolution' a fluentialpatron to se'l1themselves to. When Even where the WL suggests as its own, eventual 

'. '. " they're notprac_tising the :world's otdest pro-goals 'a. workers government';, 'soCialist pol-
fession on behalf of Near Eastern despots, 'i~ies', 'revolutionary struggle', etc, there is 
they are sucking up to tpe labour bureaucrats. clearly no 'place 'in such 'policles"for 'black 
at home. In 1967, at, t~e very, moment whefrmil- .,' struggle and~o ,hint tliat jJocialists are com-
lions of youth were being:raclical;$ed by the mitted to ut:terly s$a-.bing racism a.s a vital 
imperialist war a:gainstVi~namand. the move-. nec~ssity to win thle .communist road to human 
ment tor black freedom; the'Bti11et:input for-" freedom. ' ' , 
ward a programme for a ':tabOl!'pariy ~ that only:':" Tb'is is alLof- a· 'Piece with the WL's.repel
Geor:ge Meany'.~c(juld love. Mean:¥, who headedthe lMlt' liffiIl1tY"for' coPs' and prison guards ; °the 
APL-CIO at~thetime, was pa'l'tof the. Cold War ,BulletIn he~ttline f.Black"CalJ,eus:es Are'Reac
labour 'leadership'ins.talle4.tafter'thJ Ameri- tiO'llar1', thecon~tant' sneering atW:Qmeo's 
can labour mO!ement wa~beheaded bytl)e anti- liberation whicll,par.fectry Fe.flects the Healy': 
,',re.!l~ purges which 'drove outthe.¢ommunists an' ites',consii&tentIlc§stliity' tQ:Il11 questions of 
andm11,ita,nts a1ter World"'WliLr I]:., Meany &Co f1ghting'SpecialOl'l'l'ession~·, '.' '... " 
~qpported US'imperi.alis'lrI' s war against V1Eitnam. But at 'thef.'~e:t-imethat the. He.aly1tes are 
'e~A, aft,er", most <~ipitalist PGlitici~lls'had '-sucking "'R toth~,l;abour ariS~oCiaer:rtheY're 

'given it up It!..a losing cav."'e.," '., . alsO' work1ng~)\e.otllet Sideot"":!:"'ll\e streei(or 
Take a look ,at the WL'~:hve-point 'labor you could sey';tllat, they'recdpPled on'hio . 

party'" progl"amme,whiob we reproduce' here froin legsr.-'To Obtain.a ,.'base', they SPcult, ,,-,:lot of,·· 
fhe Bulletin's ;front pag ... FortJie JVL, the'war ~U1tant r~~toI:lcillt,ende~ to appe~i" to rest- ' 
andbrii,clt p~ople ju~t dLdn' t,."'eltfst .A prGgramme less, al ienate4unell!pl:o~dyoung"j:eot>le • ThiS 
for "labour? This. was a progr_e-:-for thebu~ . provides 'a pool of:,§eif!;i.-lwnpeIli.sedltids to 

·r.ea. ucra.t. 10 f.M..,~a t S Wh. ose ~o.:tlS~!Y .. ti ve, 0 .. pe~ly "se .. rye aBca .. ~. no., 'n, tOdd~r--;und. ei-':'t .. he dir.ec1:iono.f..· 
racist a~dpro-gove;rnment,~l1~e "akes the AFL-.~a. totally:cynic:al aildcorrl.lpt cadre. The em-
CIP a basUonqfs~lloul:s at' ,home. ~nd'-a~ wit-. pha'sis .o!,l youth also ha'S anoth'el" advantage: 
ti~~ cOVElr for ,the CIA ',s .. anti-labo1,!r machina':'. it'simportallt to Healy that nobQdy~owwhat 
t!006 ~al1Gv.$r'tll.&.fl9rld.NQw, alJilo,t 20 years -he said yest,erday,and ki~sa!~. ~Od for :th~t. 

'. .. '. '." ' later, George Meany himself G?uldn't bavedone But this system.> transplan.t~d into. the US 
, ~~U9,~tfCN'J8fntstrikeaJ:tjOJlillong~e-1 a better J9,l~: thari Heaty did.a't Blackpool to' by theWorkers.League, has a problen} which is 
, ~.tniners. Hea!Y..""ad as fjQ,!~n !or TUC spearheAd t'l1e~C;:o,Jd~'Warytr¢hhu~£,Of' §.,.carg1l1~, ;. re.1_lected in' tIle,e:uggerat"edly ~c;h.i~ophrenlc 
-,:coId.~.-T..-v unron-buatat8 agatnstteltm"NUM I ,to fa~iJ,l~~te ~rrOlf:Ladf ~ ~a:!:Oherts. un~.oo':' prpfl~e."apparent ille~~ry~ssu~ o'ftbe Bu11-

, ,~~..... , ,:_' by-sting.',' . "'~ .. . ..... ,'" conbnued' <;In page '10 
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~'Smash fascist 
~~mear of SL ~ II. 
(Continued from page 9) 

" .~. 

,j the(}retiC'i~~! . over *he;.$wp..'s, ".:fDi:.1at .. 4e ... ~ri 
eration in the 19~.,.. ~rd,~~'t~SYiPat tile;' A, 

' .. time was Far),ell Dbbbs. witll pl'esent. SWPhead 
Jack ~arnes (not. as WorkersVa'ngutlrdr~aders' 

. know, one of our favourite peo{}le}wiilt.ing.in 
the wing~ .. ~ealy,' in ~cessive, liiav~s .ote~~a""· 
lating wild,slanders, posited,th$t Hansen. was I 

a lQng.,.standing ag~nt of, the·Ji'S:). aad 'Of the 

-.!'-

Russian .seclI"et police as "e11.. Heal;:' d'aills 
etin. In E;ngland, the lumpen youth and the that Hansen ,had, as/p~rt ()f,L~n,Trotskyrs;,en-, 
working class are mainly of the same. ethI\icity. tourage in Mex:(co,l's~t.,up·TrotskY's assassina-, 
The 16-year-ol,d white kid that joins Heaiy I s tion by the Stalin~st~IUj, ThtlrebyHealy . 
Young Socialist'~ out. of desp~r~t:i;on at'the'" echo~s the discreditedStarinl$t lie that 
conditions of life under decrepit'c,Bl'itish ~ap- Trotsky was killed by his 'own' people'. Aud 

. i talism normally' partakes of' the same general from .that claim that. Hansen was an operative 
outJ,ook as his older brother-~ he, is aware of the Stallnist,atia,capit!lli$t seeretpolice; 
;that there is a working class and a'capitalist it's a short half-step from Hansen ,to Cannon 
'class and sees the Labour Party. as immutably to TrotSky. 
the vehicl~ for protecting working-class in- A dozen· years ago the SWP, even as a fully 

~ terests,howeverimpatient he !Day be w1.th the r~form:ist papty with no programmatic attach-
old men who run it. He can enjoy the endless ment to Trotskylsm,was int~rested< in ari,d 'cai>-
youth marches and the revolutionary ;rhetoric able of defending'its vEltera,n cbmrades.,For 
in the spirit in which they are intended: as our part, tl1e(Spa,r1;acist League, ,in addition 
pressjlretactics in th~ framew~rk of the tired to signing' th~ SWP' $ united-:-frontdefence 
old reformist per~pective toward the Labour statement" campaigned vigorously ,against 
Party, 'make the Lefts fight' .. ' HeaiY '$ iies with oui own,demonstrations and 

In America, the, counterpart' to these u~~m- articles, raising slogans like 'Who; Gave Healy 
ployed white youth are a lot hardf:}r to handle '" His Security Cleara~e?' and 'Joseph Hansen Is' 
They are lIlainly black and, unde:rthe Amer'ican' . and Ho'nest Re'visi.onHlt'. . I , 

condit ions of negligible class co~sc iousness wi th the d·e~tl.: ~f .'Ha'nsen ud' the 'acceler": 
in the,wh.ole working class, they c.an by no ated purgi,ng by Baines q:{ virt~ally ~;ery ele-
means 'be presumed to be pro-u,nion" ar.d will ment of organisational and hu~an cQntin:\t:j,ty Detroit anti· Klan protesters support,tfle fight of Self. .'. 
not be kept in line by~he exciting prospeqt with the old SWP,' Barnes'party becameunwill- defence,in wake of KKK/Nazi murder..ffivemilitanta.in 

Greensboro, North Carplina, 1979. . . ,~, of a labour party, particularly the pro-cop, ing ortotaUy unabl:e,.tP defend the .prime, of, 
anti-black 'labor party' favoured by the WL. ~the old Fourth r~ternationafa~a$n~t"the" James L Robertson', who; it s~ysj;has fune-. 
So the Healyites have some problems as they Healyite Slander machine. :~coUP1e;df'y$arJ" tioned since the early 19608 'as if behltidthe'. 
run aroun'd depressed inner cities I.ike Detroi tago the Amef.ican Healyites ~rGught' BU,it' in scenes ~perator for' [you guessedit-J the,FBI 
seeking a base by posing as defenders of bl,ack'iederal court against theSWP forhavin.g ;ex- agent then leadin~ th: SWP, the .late Joseph,;; 
folk and 'racistT-baiting anyone who intrudes pelled one Allln Gelf.alld. Thus th~y invok.ed the Hans~n'. . f' 
on their turf. US .• gover~l"nt ;,¥"arb~tet,su~sedly;t,o returll, Probably the . Heal:yites are counting "on .the. 

Not all their problems are' pOlitical , the' swP ,to the rJvol'iltionaryroadL t.:egaily '. . indisputable shock va:lue of the GOetz a.ffair 
either. The schema 'worked out by Healy for t'he Gelfand 's,case cJ.rttred' 'on,.de~nding th'at the itself for the distant reader .Ev~many, Amer-
English soC ial reality and 10yal·ly applied by US~<;iUl"t sll~uld :i:nterv~ne iit<~lie':runu~ng 01 i icans, if theyaren' t vividly aWal'e of the,c!ie\,\,~ ,:;, 
the 'WL here has had some unexpected coIise-. vQluntary cO:r¥llni,S~~;i,.pI).S ,(,lft~ftjl~:fta~. deter-'York subways, will jUst be put aft bythe,1dell,.r 
quences. As you may know, every issue of. the ,mine J!llo is and;;iSll,'t, 'a.m~.ml'>~1 :proPilga,pdisti- of people shooting pe~ple. Middle-class 
Bullet in since October 1971 has carried, a cally,.'the"suit.;.- qhargmg the :SWP' was' ra)- Britishers Wh9 think their own ,cops ne'f':er "i 
front-page call: 'Investigate. the Murder o;fcontro~l/3if thr~ugh:1;l:).e SWI' le,~qersll::j,p -..,.. was a carry guns are probably utterly bewildereg.by 
Tom Henehan'. From' the facts as the WL pre:- V'e1{icle .fdrre-rai$ing,·th~ lUdicrous slanderS 'the American social r.ealit-y.' It' s hal"~'for .. , 

, ag~instKarise~, But the·SWP{'$~'fttl'iYduc.;ked them to know what it means tobeapprOaC.hed oj}' 

Spartacist 
LeaguMUS 
p,otest 'against 
Healyite 
slander 
campaign 
against 
Hansen, 
Cannon, 
Trotsky. , 

sents them, WE! .have to assume. that H~neh~n, a 
Healyite cadre ";ho was on duty at a WL dance 
when he was shot, was probably just applying 
the normal Healyite techniques of cajoling and 
strong-arming kids looking for a' good time, in 
order to get ·them onto the buses for 'a confer-

... ence somewhere, or into a contingent for a \ 
youth march, or., into a dance hall for aHea1y
ite festivity, and then to keep them there. 
Only this time, unfortunately for Tom 'Henehan, 
Jiome of the kids evidently had big brothers. -c 

Of course this rather simple explanation is 
far from sufficient for'the WL, which insists 
that the two. men wh9 w~re convicted of shoot~ 
:Lng Henehan were paid 'political assassins, 
and .in.sinuates they lii~re wo-rking . for the US 
Socil1list Workers Party, laying neavy stress 
on the 'role of confessed FBI informant 

"Edward Heisler within the leadership of ,the 

SWP du.ring U1e month's that the assassination 
of Tom Henehan w8sprepa;red .... ' Healy uses 

.his paranoia as a kind of justHication for 
fleeing Trotsky's revolutionary Marxism, 
coupling it with an ever so abstract and arid 
manipulation of a mystified 'dialectics' where 
only 'Gerry get/> 'to know which' 'opposites to 

",hbld fast to I .. 

Anti-Trotskyist slander machine 

. The Henehan affair is part of a multi-year 
slander campaign which the Healyites call 
'Security and tlie Fourth International.', aimed 
at the SWP, now a reformist shell but formerly 
the TrotSkyist party in this country. Hea~y's 
chief target is veteran SWP'leader Joseph Han
sen, who ,died in 1979. Hansen presided as 

10 

the,~:g~l~' .issueQfRanS~~a$·:a '~ppoSli!d:accom- four young black strangersih the IRr,~:the' _ 
-tM:'ik~'.tQ the. Trots~Y1.utder. ' wh.i1~ k.eep:i,ng thE! South African lega~· c.ode,perhansderi'VeQ;~frOilt . .;"" 
VerY:AAistf!)jice~j,G.fti.'fa«i4's}:~t<r.ge9.V'a.,~iull- . the British, hB,s a ,preCisephra.St;, :eot: what; :New. ,7" 

,l~nge h,worke~ ,.' ··~:gbit.s·seetet Yorkers kn6was ashaked<?Wn:. 'demandi.I~g wj,~~:r·(::'i'. 
fr.;1'th bl:l. i '!te'" menaces' ) .. English reade~,'Jnigb1&,..:con$,id~ ~ ;" 
<0Ill \. ~;~u .,.Ct ,1 ~f:.:. ' .it feeJ;s .100,. :-':WAl~ .. J.'~~o. .. a.-L-r.a:.W. -o~~ ~~1 __ \~·::.~,;;;'l.{'~' .... ~ 
:H~~~~~!L~4"'O~g~isati~ns . ,c~~'~~l_' ~~~e:Q=c::~:!~~~~'~!j~;:!~f:~~t.-~::~~"c.~; 
tali5t courts 18' a haMmark of Heaiyism. ·,For Brother, your /ilSS 'isgl"ass. ~t "is 'racist"'';'"'''"'o-,",i''' 
at theaallle "time'thaj; 4]le, fQl,lowersof Uealy' . about.saying,as,.-the. Heal.yit~~!.,'il!Jo;t;efrO!ll . 
are viol~nt" the~ ';e.v~iy.ileg;alistic,.aJlct in-.· .Workers Vanguard, ,'Marauding by black yout'hs 
deed Healy just loves the law. In 1966 .the .on th~ NYC subways isa mass. phenomenon '?!l'tla.t 
Hea::Jiyites strong-armed Ernie Tate, an SWP sup- is a fact, which black people especially. a~~; , 

, porter, when he .was 'j;ry~ng to .sell literature. 'painfully aware of, because they' are thellOst 
,on the sidewal.k outside a Healyite political ,frequent victims. ". 
. event in. Lond~iI, then, .brought charges against To convey a sense of. the American: 'Social 
him in court. Iii 198;1. the Briti-sh Healyites' reality, more specifically theviolenc.e that 

, ,,Vanessa Redgrave brought a libel suit against racism and desperation breed,· U1:',our origJ,nal 
Socialist OrganiseI; ed,i tor Sean, Matgall!na after . articles on Goetz we quot'ed from Manohild in 
Matgamnapublished an expose ,of these, politi- the Promised Land, a, work by a black write:r~ ~ " 
cal bandits. ,(Interestingly, ,Redgrave's suit which is eloquent and precise on the subject 
conspicuously, chose not to contest Matgamna' s of lumpen criJrie. This time, in d.e1:erence to; the 
allegation that Healy &. Co have 'received ,WL's ultra-phllistinism, we w;ill put literary 
material aid from Qa'ddafi's Libya.) sources aside and s:J,mply qUote in full a 
, Healy~ s love 'for the taw brings us straight little story from the New York Times: 
bac'k to the Goetz case. For the Healyites' 'A group of four teen":agers robbed, threfl 
basic- thrust on the Goet~ case is, simply, men on the lRT No 2 f}levated 's~bway line' in 
that only duly constituted authority should the Bronx early yesterday, stabbing two 
carry guns. All the cheerleading for 'revol- . victims and beating the third, the police 
tition' abroad notwithstanding, nobody beats said. 

Healy for legalism close to !tome. . 'Two ()ftb9 v.icti~~",frQIII:~,B:ranx, wete . 
.Last December 22 a skinny white guy, Bern-. asleepwhenlfJuil'.igatigati,/ihkf4;tltem, acci)rd.,: .. ;, 

hard Goetz, shot ,four young black men during iag to' it s,pOJtesila;~;~1or t'lie tr~Sit .p,&r~;~:;' 
an apparent shakedown on the IRT subway, and Edward 'SHber'farb~ ..... ,: -;,>,";'!C <,,~;, . ;".', 
the case of the 'subway vigilante' began. We'Theti:rst 1nCident,:0(;e.~'·'~t:: :2~ ,.;11., 
have written about the Goetz case, a fable. of wfi"en Josephl,.ee'. 33, 14ii.i;..:a!'d, waS'at 
our time, illuminatiJ:?g the desperately sharply by tl1e. group:c,na s~llihbounc!t~&'! 'N, 

posed conqitions of life in Reagan's Amer~ca. tbeG\ln. Bi11 'ROad' stat:l"Q#"'i_'"t;f>:):d~J;.he 
It's an ambiguous situation, and w~ said so. poliC~ he had beep P~~.; 'kicked and. ab:""~<, 

What the Healyites have to say about our bed': of $20:. He~tr$ated at JaC~bL~~f;'f: 
approach to the Goetz case bears, as might be pltal.forr.iDor-tnjuries. ::~:,"~::~}'cX; 
expected from this crew,. little relationship '.11 hOur later, the You:tlX"k~ijdWarren'_,." . .;.;, 
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blacks, Puerto Rican youth mugging whites and 
blacks, or any other variant. Nobody, oppress
ed or not, has a licence to prey upon the 
people. Kids with no jobs and no prospects 
want to eat potato chips and look at TV like 
everyone else, so they need money, but it's 
still pretty terrifying when they get it by 
mugging you on the subways. 

The Go~z case is contradictory and so is 
the outcry it has produced. It is being used 
simultaneously to whip up racist 'backlash' 
sentiment and to push gun control. Central to 
everything we have written on Goetz is the 
understanding that in this violent racist coun
try there is a huge congruence between fear of 
lumpen crime and racism, and thus vigilantism 
necessarily acquires a fascistic political 
colouration. But we have also pointed out the 
desperation of hostile, mutually terrorised 
populations in the big cities, who know the 
capitalist 'justice' system 'isn't working'. 
So a lot of working people -- and when we say 
'working people' we, unlike the Healyites, 
don't just mean white working people -- in
itially responded to the Goetz case by observ
ing that people might be better behaved if 
they were reminded that the skinny white guy 
with glasses, the black grandfather sitting 
next to him or the Hispanic mother across the 
aisle might be 'packing' a gun. This response 
was particularly marked among black people. 

Integral to this widespread attitude is 
fear, and not just the often justified fear of 
random, casual crimes of violence by lumpen 
youth with little to lose, but also the emi
nently sensible fear of the cops. Nobody 
thinks the cops ~- being too busy sitting 
around getting drunk when they are not out 
dealing drugs or choking black kids to death 
-- will protect them. Particularly in the 

social matrix of New York City, a cop is: 1) a 
psycho, 2) a racist and 3) not too fond of the 
big boys who really are on top. (Of course, 
the Healyites don't share this view, instead 
embracing the cops as a purported part of the 
union movement.) The real problem in New York 
today isn't one 'subway vigilante' but the 
systematic police torture and murder of dark
skinned people, a daily occurrence in today's 
'fear city'. Seeking to hide this fact, the WL 
puts itself right up there with Ed Koch in 
alibiing cop terror against the working 
people. 

Meanwhile, the reformist groups in this 
country, who are at bottom mainly just guilty 
liberals, don't dare touch the explosively 
interlocked questions of crime and race. They 
must therefore paper over the contradictions 
of the Goetz case with simplifying mythology. 
Here the WL is absolutely indistinguishable 
from the common variety of reformist leftists 
(though as we have said, they are far from 
being merely this). Thus for the Bulletin 
Goetz is simply a 'fascist'. The Communist 
Party, similarly, has suggested that Goetz was 
some kind of German, in other words a Nazi. 
(Indeed, Goetz was some kind of German -- his 
mother was a German Jew who fled Germany.) The 
reformist press symmetrically presents the 
black kids (who already had criminal records) 
as if they were on their way to a church 
social. The recourse to simplifying invention 
is the tip-off that they're hiding something. 

They're hiding how hard it is in this 
country, how brutal and desperate. The masses 
are being attacked in every imaginable way by 
a vicious Reaganite bourgeoisie on top while 
being eaten from below by despairing lumpen 
youth. And these moods do tend to a polaris-

Life·sized little Gerry Healy (in foreground) dwarfed by 
his egomaniacal projection. 
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ation -- ultimately, fascism or workers revol
ution. And the reformists are in the business 
of pretending that things will get all better 
if only we bring back the capitalist Demo
cratic Party (in Britain, the sellout Labour 
Party). For there to be any illusion of reason
ableness to this 'solution', it is necessary 
to minimise the problem. If things were not so 
raw, if racism were not so integral to the 
fabric of capitalism, if injustice and op
pression were not fundamentally rooted in the 
social order, indeed we wouldn't be for 
socialist revolution, a cataclysmic historical 
event frequently accompanied by very bloody 
savagery from the ruling class, and it's not 
just the ruling class of South Africa we're 
talking about. 

Healyites' message: Trust the state 
What keeps drawing the establishment press, 

the glossy news magazines and the TV types 
back to the Goetz case, as a tongue is drawn 
to a hurting tooth, is their incomprehension 
that so many people of all backgrounds don't 

think the ~nswer to crime is the cops. As 
Marxists, we oppose the monopoly of the means 
of violence in the hands of the capitalist 
state: gun control means nobody will have guns 
except the racist cops,. the criminal elements 
which capitalism spawns, and let's not forget 
the Times editors with their pistol-packin' 
chauffeurs. When the Times' Sulzberger lec-

ously enough, doesn't satisfy most people. But 
at least Sa fire is consistent; he knows he's a 
particularly right-wing mouthpiece for 
America's rulers. His line is: trust the 
state. And so is Healy's. For Healy too, only 
duly constituted authority should have guns. 
The corollary is that the British cops had the 
right to do anything they wanted to the strik
ing miners. We say no, everybody has the right 
to carry and to be accountable for their 
deeds. Which in the case of Goetz is a moot 
point, for the 'subway shooting' was an am
biguous situation; a disturbed, possibly 
racist, previously victimised, armed man and 
four menacing criminal youth, one of whom may· 
now be paralysed for life. 

In the British Isles everybody (with the 
conspicuous exceptions of the IRA and the 
British government) believes that firearms 
are a bad business. Well, we have to observe 
that great questions are generally resolved 
with guns, and sometimes daily individual 
existence also involves this question. In this 
racist society, blacks have been terrorised 
since the beginning of slave times; the 
gravest offence for them has been the mere 
possession of a firearm, just as for the Irish 
Catholics in Ulster. Those who intend to en
gage in social struggle cannot afford to be 
principled pacifists. We continue to ',feel 
keenly and bitterly the Greensboro massacre, 
where a well-organised cabal of Klansmen and 
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tures that everything would be okay if people 
would just be reasonable and the cops would 
act responsibly, he knows he's got his armed 
men downstairs and his pistol in his desk 
drawer. 

So the bourgeois press just can't stand the 
widespread alienation from the capitalist 
'justice' system and cops. Their line boils 
down to: in the interests of social order
liness, the citizens must rely on the cops no 
matter what. Nobody is more explicit on this 
than William Safire, the former Nixon press 
agent who is now the house ultra-conservative 
for the New York Times. In his Times column 
on April 8 Safire wrote: 

'The only way to stop crime is to uphold 
the law. If you are carrying a handgun 
without a license in New York State, you 
are breaking the law. Don't do it and don't 
condone it. If you start to make exceptions 
for people who are especially frightened, 
you undercut the authority of the police .... 
'If you are menaced by someone who demands 
your property, give it to him, remembering 
his face or voice; only if you are reason
ably sure he means to kill you, and you 
happen to be legally armed, should you give 
it to him in the more vigorous sense. Most 
of us are not legally armed, nor should we 
be; in those cases, our anti-crime re
sponsibility is to be noisy and observant 
victims .... 
'Certainly victims have rights, and all too 
many innocent people are terrified by 
punks; that is more reason for law-and
order hard-liners to keep the amateurs out 
of the job that must be done by pro
fessionals. 
'Become involved with law enforcement; bear 
witness; but leave lethal counter force to 
the people we authorize to wear their guns 
on the outside.' 

Safire, who sees himself as a conscious agent 
for the capitalist state, thinks that unless 
you happen to be legally armed, you should die 
for the higher good of the state. This, curi-

Nazis with the assistance of the cops and the 
FBI opened fire on a peaceful anti-KKK demon
stration and selectively assassinated five 
supporters of the leftist Communist Workers 
Party. We wish that we could have been part of 
an effective security squad protecting those 
anti-racist demonstrators. And through our 
strategy of mobilising the organised power of 
labour and blacks against fascist terror we 
assisted the black unionists and youth of 
Washington DC in stopping the emboldened Klan 
in the streets. 

On the level of individual existence too, 
one had better have a calculus of violence. 
Consider three cases: the crucial Willie Turks 
case, the tangential Tom Henehan case, and the 
dubious Bernhard Goetz case. Willie Turks was a 
black transit worker whose job took him to the 
Gravesend section of Brooklyn, an enclave of 
ethnic white losers. For the crime of wanting 
to buy a bagel on Avenue X late at night after 
getting off work, Willie Turks was beaten to 
death by a gang of racist punk kids. We think 
Turks should have been carrying; we think he 
should have had a fighting chance at self
defence. Following his murder we agitated that 
the Transport Workers Gnion should mobilise a 
massive demonstration of unionists on flatbed 
trucks through Gravesend to serve notice that 
Willie Turks had thousands of union brothers 
who intend to protect the rights and lives of 
black working people. That's the kind of law 
and order we support. But not Healy: he is for 
the absolute monopoly of armed force by the 
previously authorised gunmen of the capitalist 
state, which is of course presumed to be 
colourblind and class-neutral. 

To recognise the ambiguity of the Goetz 
case means to defend the idea that Willie 
Turks ought to be alive. And that the Klans
men and not the anti-Klan radicals at Greens
boro should be in the ground, like their 
comrades at Bitburg. Self-defence for Willie 
Turks is the individual unit of what, collec
tively posed, is simply the right to engage in 
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social struggle: the right to demonstrate 
against tne Klan, and ultimately the right of 
a workers party to organise for power. Marx
ists understand that bourgeois democracy op
erates in this country, up to the pOint that 
the ruling class begins to feel itself 
threatened; at that point, the couple of com
munist representatives that we will have man
aged to get elected to the bourgeois parlia
ment get hauled off and shot. Whether or not 
you can abjure the use of force on principle 
depends on your aims. It's not that Healy has 
flunked Lenin on the nature of the state, 
force and violence. No, it's just that what he 
seeks is not socialist revolution but co
option, whether it's in the government bar
racks in Tripoli, Libya or Baghdad, Iraq, or 
at home in England's Buckingham Palace. 

A short course in American history 

The Bulletin article was written for 
foreign consumption; Healy intends it to be 
read by suckers who are moreover ignorant of 
American reality. Today in America, rearly 
half our homes have firearms -- long arms, 
handguns, often both. This is not generally 
known in countries with strong states that 
emerged to institutionalise the oppression of 
their own people, unlike America, created by 
European settlers pushing the frontier west
ward over the continent's indigenous 
Lnnabitants. 

According to the National Rifle Associa
tion, every recent study shows that between 45 
and 50 per cent of American households have 
guns: the 'Decision Making Information Survey' 
in 1978. for instance, put the figure at 47 
per cent. Furthermore, the guns are spread 
fairly evenly throughout the population; there 
are regional differences, but the only dis
parity between blacks and whites is that the 
weapons blacks own are usually less expensive. 
And it's good for the cops that when they go 
to the shooting range they get to pass rows 
and rows of expert marksmen who are women, 
kids. blacks, Asians, you name it. 

Formal legal equality for blacks, obtained 
only after World War II for the most part, in
cludes the right to bear arms, and black 
Americans cherish that right no less than 
whites. Indeed, turning this point around, a 
powerful impetus to the civil rights movement 
was returning black soldiers who, having 
risked their lives in World War II and esp
ecially Korea, were not about to submit pass
ively to the degradations of Jim Crow racism 
when they got back home. 

The right to bear arms in America was 
established in a reactionary context: a 
frontier society murderously subduing the con
tinent's aboriginal peoples and controlling a 
labouring population consisting largely of 
black slaves, indentured servants etc. But it 
became part of the formal legal doctrine of 
this country and is protected in the US Con
stitution. Now there is a faction fight going 
on over this question: the right to possess a 
gun is mostly protected, but the right to 
carry is under fire. The purposes behind the 
gun control campaign, and its intended bloody 
consequences, are nowhere clearer than in the 
case of the martyred Malcolm X. As the most 
prominent militant champion of black rights 
and an outspoken advocate of self-defence 
against racist attack, Malcolm X was, in his 
own words, 'a marked man'. Naturally the cops 
had less than no interest when he got death 
threats and his house was bombed. But when it 
became known that Malcolm was carrying a .30 
caliber carbine in his car, the New York City 
Council zipped through legislation against 
carrying rifles or shotguns in public. And 
then when Malcolm X was shot down in the 
Audubon Ballroom, the man who was immediately 
arrested was one of Malcolm's bodyguards who 
had managed to wound one of the assassins. 
Indeed the state, William Safire and Gerry 
Healy are very tender on the right of self
defence. In the face of deadly danger, they 
insist, you should just die, because it 
strengthens the state. 

So Americans have guns, and want to keep 
them. This is a sociological fact of life in 
America, and will be a useful fact when the 
mass of the American population feels im
mediately and overtly threatened by a tyranni
cal government. As Marxists, we have campaigned 
consistently for the right of self-defence and 
against gun control. In reporting on our first 
electoral campaign, for Berkeley City Council, 
we cited in our first paragraph our 'support 
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of the right of American Negroes to armed 
self-defense in the face of racist violence' 
(Spartacist no 4, May-June 1965). 

In our article on the 1964 cop riot against 
the masses of Harlem, we called for neighbour
hood block councils to organise the ghetto 
struggles, wage rent strikes against slum
lords, and oppose cop brutality: 'Moreover, 
such councils form a natural basis for the 
organization of defense patrols to protect the 
community against future police riots -- and 
such patrols are the embryo of that workers 
militia which will defend the coming American 
Revolution' ('Harlem Riot and After', Sparta
cist no 3, January-February 1965). A major 
document adopted at the SL's Founding Confer
ence in 1966 calls for revolutionary ghetto 
organisations: 'One of the most important 
functions of such representative popular or
gans would be the organization and direction 
of effective self-defense against police and 
racist violence. The potential for rapid 
growth by the American fascist movement adds 
to the seriousness of this task .... ' ('Black 
and Red: .Class Struggle Road to Negro Free
dom', Spartacist no 10, May-June 1967). 

A leaflet which we mass-distributed in 
Newark following the 1967 ghetto upheaval con
tained the call to 'Defend the Black Ghettoes 
-- every serious and ~esponsible workingman 
should exercise his right to own a gun.' And 
during the Vietnam War, in our major article 
against the petty-bourgeois strategy of draft 
resistance, insisting that antiwar radicals 
must not separate themselves from the mass of 
working-class draftees, we cited the import
ance of 'Familiarization with weapons and 
military technique -- It is indisputable that 
when the U.S. has a social revolution, the 
ruling powers will go down fighting, and ig
norance of armed struggle will not help us .... 
What a good thing it is that several hundred 
thousand Black people have had free military 
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training, courtesy of Uncle Sam!' ('You Will 
Go!', Spartacist no 11, March-April 1968). 

In everyone of the election campaigns that 
the Spartacist League has run during the last 
several years, from the Marjorie Stamberg cam
paign in New York in 1978 to the Richard 
Bradley/Diana Coleman campaign in San Fran
cisco in 1984, we have prominently featured 
our Marxist opposition to gun control. In 
Workers Vanguard we have featured articles 
with headlines like 'Gun Control Kills 
Blacks'. And we have raised the right of self
defence prominently in demonstrations, as for 
example when we along with vanguard elements 
of the auto workers union mobilised against a 
Klan threat to rally in Detroit in the im
mediate aftermath of the Greensboro massacre. 

Our general outlook is to agitate, under 
particular, appropriate, urgent circumstances, 
for an armed popular militia independent of 
the established state power. There is a long 
historical tradition behind this. Concretely, 
where the armed forces of the state are seen 
as immediately illegitimate and abusive, the 
effective call for and creation of such a 
militia can be a springboard for dual power. 
In Russia such a formation was called the Red 
Guards. But of course England, already under 
Charles II, wiped away such ideas after the 
English Revolution. And the English parlour 
pinks, masquerading only sometimes in red 
wolf's clothing, have gone but a very little 
way to undo that counterrevolution. And Gerry 
Healy is of that legally fetishistic English 
pinko ilk. But he is also specially dangerous, 
because he imposes this kind of nasty English 
authoritarianism on his followers in very dif
ferent circumstances around the world where 
the question of social power is active and 
immediate. He is a racketeer in the 'revol
ution' business. 

Healyites set up South African masses 

Turning now to the Bulletin'S sinister 
article on South Africa, we find the Sparta-

cist League castigated for 'the demoraliz
ation, cynicism and racism which characterizes 
the political attitude of declassed anti
Marxist radicals toward the revolutionary 
struggles of the working class and the 
oppressed colonial people'. The Hea}yites 
derive this from our article 'South Africa: 
Razor's Edge', Workers Vanguard no 376, 5 
April, which calls for the building of a rev
olutionary proletarian party which counter
poses to popular frontism and nationalism 'the 
program of permanent revolution, for the eman
cipation and reconstruction of the oppressed 
nation under the dictatorship of the prolet
ariat'. Our article warns that unless the 
apartheid state is smashed and the racist 
rulers expropriated by workers revolution, the 
South African butchers are fully capable of 
unleashing massacres like Sharpeville and 
Uitenhage many times over. 

The Healyite polemic considers that our 
call for a black-centred workers republic and 
our statement that 'the white population must 
have a place in an anti-racist SOCiety' con
stitute 'un ultimatum directed against the 
black masses'. And they say that 'In its call 
for a "multiracial working-class vanguard", 
Spartacist takes the side of that elite sec
tion of the South African working class which 
Leon Trotsky described as the "privileged, ar
rogant caste of whites".' Of course, in order 
to paint us as some kind of white-lovers, the 
Healyites have to drop right out of the South 
African reality nearly a million Indians and 
two and a half million people of mixed race. 

What is the situation of the South African 
struggle today? The black masses have re
peatedly displayed the most courageous de
fiance of the racist regime. The country 
appears to be seething on the brink of a wide
spread, open insurrection. Only the apartheid 
regime is not on the brink of collapse, though 
it may be scared enough to unleash an orgy of 
bloodletting against the defenceless people. 
Those who think the South Afrlcan apartheid 
regime is about to collapse are counting, 
naively or cynically, on the notion that the 
apartheid butchers can be restrained by world 
public opinion. Thus the whole perspective of 
'divestment', which posits an international 
strike of capital led by the US, whose rulers, 
the terror-bombers of Vietnam and Hiroshima, 
are seen as somehow more moral than their 
allies in Pretoria. In the very same issue of 
the Bulletin which attacks us as 'defeatist', 
an account of US campus anti-apartheid pro
tests gives pride of place to a Columbia stu
dent whose quoted remarks begin: 'It has been 
really going well. We have had support from 
Bishop Tutu and Jesse Jackson .... ' Indeed the 
Healyites, when they are not mouthing slogans 
of 'People's War' for the consumption of mili
tants, take a completely uncritical approach 
to those who believe that the decisive factor 
in South Africa will be the intervention of 
the Jesse Jacksons and Teddy Kennedys. 

As for the black militants of South Africa, 
and those like us wh.o stand in defence of the 
their rights, we don't have to love the South 
African whites, we just have to deal with 
them, because they are there and they have no 
intention of going anywhere else. Of course 
the Bulletin article makes no effort to answer 
the questions we have raised in our press, be
cause they are concerned above all to make 
sure no hint of what the Spartacist League is 
talking about escapes from the columns of the 
Bulletin. For the Healyites, the whites are a 
non-question; obviously, the answer is to 
drive them into the sea. Only there are four 
to five million of them and they have all the 
guns. What works on a thin slice of white 
settler colony in Rhodesia won't work here. 

In South Africa, one race sits on top of 
another. This means that the whole white popu
lation partakes of the superexploitation of 
black labour, living at five or ten times the 
standard of living of the blacks. This in turn 
means that white labour will in the main be 
violently hostile to black rights, tending to 
resist to the last man, at an unspeakable cost 
of black lives. It also means that the whites 
comprise a technical elite with an overwhelm
ing share of crucial skills. Thus we wrote 
that: 

'The white population must have a place in 
an anti-racist SOCiety; the model is how 
Trotsky offered thousands of tsarist of
ficers a job to do, placing their skills at 
the disposal of the new Bolshevik regime 
and the Soviet peoples. South Africa's two 
and a half million coloureds, who comprise 
a strategic part of the Cape proletariat, 
and the nearly one million Indians, mainly 
a commercial population, are no less a 
vital component .... South African whites 
are an oppressor people who can easily and 
guiltily envision the terms of oppression 
reversed, and are determined not to be on 
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the receiving end. That makes them ex
tremely dangerous .... ' 
Though we do not envision the apartheid re

gime agreeing to dismantle itself after being 
shamed by international finger-wagging (that 
being a variant of the Reverend ML King's 
line, shared by Bishop Tutu, that if the op
pressed show how nobly they can suffer, the 
slavemasters will have to grant them freedom), 
we are not 'defeatist'. We see the fracturing 
of that society on the basis that in South 
Africa there has been created, in the mines 
and factories, a concentrated and increasingly 
organised force of five million black prolet
arians, the gravediggers of apartheid. Still 
the cost will be great for proletarian revol
ution to triumph against a'murderous police
state regime with its awesome military 
machine. But the revolution in South Africa 
will be a profound liberating blow for the 
whole continent of sub-Saharan Africa, where 
world socialist revolution is the o~ly 
alternative to continued mass starvation under 
conditions of imperialist-enforced backward
ness and oppression. 

The Bulletin article includes a couple of 
beautiful quotes from Trotsky, used in the 
standard Healyite manner. That is, they 
counterpose to the Spartacists' views ci
tations from Trotsky which are in no way 
counterposed to the Spartacists' views. Thus 
Trotsky says: 

'The -revolutionary party must put before 
every white worker the following alterna
tive: either with British imperialism and 
with the white bourgeoisie of South Africa 
or with the black workers and peasants 
against the white feudalists and slave 
owners and their agents in the ranks of the 
working class.' 

This squares nicely with our insistence on the 
need to seek to win over whites to the side of 
the oppressed, and not at all with Healy's 
vicarious nationalist line which simply dis
Qisses as 'racist' the idea of any place for 
whites in South Africa. 

Another wonderful Trotsky quote in the 
Bulletin restates the theory of permanent rev
olution, that the proletariat must assume the 
leadership of the national struggle. Or, as we 
put it, we do not see that the democratic 
struggle against apartheid can triumph short of 
the overthrow of the capitalist ruling class 
by the proletariat leading all the oppressed. 
This is not at all the perspective of the 
nationalist leaders of the South African 
struggle, even the best and most courageous of 
them. Since the rise of the black unions, the 
weight of the working class is acknowledged, 
but not programmatically; the proletariat is 
seen as a vehicle to haul the ideological cart 
of nationalism and not as the basis for re
constructing South Africa as a workers state. 

Nationalism is the ideology appropriate to 
a petty-bourgeois stratum which looks forward 
to its emergence as a new black ruling elite 
to oppress its 'own' black workers in a capi
talist state on the 'African socialist' model. 
If this schema could be carried out, it would 
mean a new exploitative regime resting on an 
ever-narrowing ethnic base: first go after the 
whites, then the Indians, the coloureds, fi
nally ushering in fratricidal conflict along 
tribal-linguistic lines. For Healy, since the 
Spartacists are not black nationalists they 
must therefore be white-lovers. Well, we are 
neither nationalists nor white-lovers, but 
Healy, oddly enough, is both. For while he is 
quite capable in the present polemic of bait
ing the Spar~~cists by assuming a black 
nationalist posture, in South Africa those who 
are influenced by Healy espouse the same 
colourblind line we are already familiar with 
from Healyites elsewhere: hooray for the work
ing class and not one word about the fact 
that certain South African workers (whites) 
benefit from the superexploitation of others 
and therefore back the apartheid state which 
deprives these latter of the most elementary 
democratic and national rights. 

Healy's sole purpose in quoting Trotsky on 
South Africa is, simply, to totally confuse 
the reader: counterpose to one another two 
things which say the same thing and hopefully 
the reader will figure that Healy must be 
smarter than the poor reader, and will take 
his word for it. Those who can think their 
way through the muddle and come out the other 
side Healy doesn't want anyway. 

In fact, anybody who doesn't see bloody 
dangers in South Africa just isn't living in 
this world, and mainly willfully. The Healy
ites have no response to our urgent warning 
to South African militants, and think none is 
needed. Once ~gain they have precisely the 
attitude that all the reformists have: the 
people united will never be defeated. But mod
ern history abounds with piles of corpses of 
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militants whose leaders 'united' them under 
the hegemony of the class enemies of their 
liberation. And if the Spartacists are not en
thused at the military prospects for 'People's 
War', whatever WL means by that exactly. 
against the apartheid state, then this proves, 
according to the Bulletin, that we 'oppose 
the arming of the black masses' and positively 
enjoyed the slaughter of the defenceless 
blacks at Uitenhage. 'People's War' indeed -
this from people who at Columbia are for Jesse 
Jackson and Bishop Tutu. But so long as you're 

i sufficiently far away from London's Clapham 
Common. they urge you to fight to the last 
man. 

Classless demagogues 

The Healyites are intellectual thugs for 
hire, and not all that intellectual. They 
always have a simple answer for everything. 
but it's isolated from reality, and not ac
cidentally. It's a bad thing to merchandise a 
counterfeit world. to know and to ignore, the 
essence of cynicism. The Healyites know that 
'Trotskyism' doesn't mean spreading the filthy 
lie that Trotsky surrounded himself with FBI/ 
GPU agents in Mexico, they just don't care. 
They know that 'political revolution' doesn't 
proceed from the embrace of capitalist-restor
ationist Solidarnosc, but they will never let 
that stand in the way of achieving oneness 
with the anti-Soviet Labour statesmen. They 
believe, to use a famous phrase attributed to 
Stalin, that paper will take anything that's 
written on it, and that nobody ever remembers 
anything, only they do have a little problem 
just now in the British coalfields. 

And what about 'fascism'? well, we could 
say that for some of the regimes the Healyites 

Anti-apartheid ... 
(Continued from page 2) 

that it intends to industrially slaughter 
Europe and the European coalmining industry. 
One hundred and fifty thousand jobs have got 
to go in the mining community in Europe, and 
Belgium, France, Germany and the British coal
fields are to be utterly decimated. In the 
case of Limburg in Belgium, South Wales, Scot
land, France and Tyneside they are to be 
totally finished with, and the remainder in 
Germany and in tile main coalfields in Britain 
are to be cut back to the very bone. And the 
European capitalist class wants to make up the 
difference by looking to South African coal 
and the superexploitation of black workers in 
South Africa working in slave conditions, 
working for the lowest possible wages and 
literally under the point of the machine gun. 

And I don't say that in the way that's 
been posed for import controls, meaning that 
the foreign workers are the enemy of European 
workers or British workers. I say that in a 
solidaristic way. But the fact is the con
tinuation of apartheid in South Africa is now 
a cornerstone of the European fuel economy. 
So the offensive of the black workers and the 
black miners in particular in South Africa is 
actually cheek-by-jowl tied to the offensive 
of the European workers and the miners in 
particular in Europe. Every blow that can be 
struck in South Africa against that regime 
is actually a blow materially and physically 
on the side of the European workers and the 
British miners. And it follows also that we 
have a personal duty and a responsibility to 
solidarise and identify wi'th the struggle of 
the black workers in South Africa. 

There's many things in common between the 
workers here and the workers there, but of 
course there's great degrees of differepce. 
I'm not suggesting for one moment that the 
struggle in the mining industry is, in terms 
of quantity at least, the same as what's going 
on in South Africa. They haven't yet taken to 
mowing us down on the street, although that's 
not out of the bounds of their desires or 
their possibility. In South Africa the blacks 
by and larGe are the people who do the work. 
The blacks are the people who create the wealth. 
The whites by and large have the control of the 
capital and control of the wealth. The blacks 
have no legal rights and they're in the eyes 
of the capitalist class just profit fodder, 
and they're to be used up. screwed up and 
thrown away when they're totally exhausted. 
And from cradle to coffin African labour is 
used by the multinationals as ways of providing 
fortunes and luxurious living for that class. 

At the same time the South African ruling 
class isn't the same kind of despotic crock of 
gangsters that you get in some parts of the 
world. It's actually a very sophisticated 
ruling class. In terms of its military forces, 

support, fascism's big problem is that it's an 
enemy of Allah. That would be the snotty re
sponse, but we want to be serious. The Healy
ites have done their best to be an organis
ation for hire. They've found their niche as 
kept creatures of various gangs of oil-rich 
nationalists, whose slaughter of communist 
workers they extol. Thus they are classless 
demagogues. all-purpose mock extremists whose 
radicalism has nothing in common with social
ist struggle. Of course Hitler was a radlcal 
too. As opposed to the old-time German con
servatives, who merely wanted the Kaiser back, 
Hitler wanted a 'New Order'. And he was a 
nationalist; he wanted to do away with all 
communists, Jews, the Pope -- indeed anything 
trans-national. 

Make no mistake about it, there is a real 
fascist potential here. What is Healyism') It· s 
mindless extremism even in pursuit of the 
most trivial aims and an unbounded admiration 
for power in the hands of Third World strong
men. It's baiting as 'fascists' the revol
tionary Marxists because we did our earnest, 
modest best to aid the miners' struggle while 
Healy was going all out to stab the union in 
the back. It's a social base that presently 
consists of lumpenised youth along with a thin 
layer of TV and cinema personalities leading 
a gilded existence and whose view of social 
reality comes through a camera lens. Indeed 
the Healyites have the potential to become 
just about anything. Winston Churchill is said 
to have remarked once re~arding a prominent 
fellow MP, 'Oh, that's the chap who gives de
generacy a bad name.' Add to degeneracy wild 
vituperation devoid of any class basis or 
connection to social reality and you have ... 
Gerry Healy and his Workers League .• 

for example, it's equipped with a lot. Every
thing that modern weaponry can supply they've 
got -- from the latest fighter aircraft from 
America and Britain and France, probably even 
to the point where with the help of the Zion
ist state of Israel it's now probably got the 
atomic bomb as well, and possibly even the 
means of delivering it. It's perfectly con
ceivable that, knowing the way the capitalist 
class thinks, it would launch this atomic 
device against other African states and emerg
ing socialist states in Africa. 

And yet in the teeth of what seems like a 
gigantic monolith of power in Africa, the 
South African working class is hitting it head 
on, and is literally pulling itself up by its 
bootstraps. In the face of the mass detentions 
and the mass murders and the rampant tortures. 
the trade union movement is rising right 
through the middle of all of that, and the 
floodgates are starting to buckle. 

I think it was a remarkable comment and an 
example of the maturity of the African working 
class and the black trade unions and particu
larly the mining unions, that impoverished 
though they were, and being shot down at every 
juncture and having their leaders taken off 
the streets, that they actually donated to the 
British miners union thousands of pounds. 
Right in the middle of all of that, and when 
you think how desperately poor these people 
are, when you see the conditions that they 
live in and the fact that many of them don't 
even have boots to wear, when we see how 
stretched they are -- the resources of the 
African unions is nil -- that they were able to 
make a donation like that, it's the most 
selfless act of comradeship that we've seen in 
the world for a long time. It's literally lik 
giving somebody your last crust of bread. 

So I think we've got an absolute duty to 
stand with our comrades in South Africa. And 
we've a duty to recognise and understand the 
international nature of the war that we're all 
in: the common enemy, and the common class bond 
that links the workers of the world. Holdin~ 
meetings like this in Villages linked to 
mining communities is a very important part in 
making that connection and making that link 
between the struggles of different workers in 
different parts of the world. So I'll take 
this opportunity on behalf of the miners at 
Hatfield of saluting the heroic miners and 
their communities in South Africa, and to wish 
them every success in their struggle to topple 
capitalism and racialism in that country and to 
achieve a socialist state owned. controlled and 
administered by the workers themselves. That 
would be an integral part to the whole world 
process of workers revolution, the struggle of 
workers everywhere and the desire of workers 
everywhere to finish with the capitalist 
system worldwide and to establish a world 
commonwealth of labour where the workers of 
the world will for the first time own, control 
and enjoy the wealth and the fruits of their 
own labour .• 
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Newham Seven ••• 
(Continued from pag~ 16) 

were congregating. It was then the cops moved 
in -- to assault and arrest the Asian youth. 
The three whites currently on trial were not 
arrested at all until a year later. That is 
'justice' as it is done and seen to be done 
in Thatcher's racist Britain. 

r"hat is on trial at the Old Bail~y is the 
r i,rnt of self-defence by minori ties subjected 
to racist terror. Not a day goes by in this 
country in which black and Asian people aren't 
murdered, maimed or firebombed by fascist/ 
racist thugs. And the effective denial of the 
right to bear arms, which does nothing to 
'pacify' the cops and racist killers, serves 

~ only to keep working people and oppressed min
orities defenceless. What the racist bosses 
fear and detest is an armed population pre
pared to defend itself. It was for their flam
boyant advocacy of the right of armed 
self-defence that the militantly nationalist 
Black Panther Party in the US was put in the 
crosshairs of a comprehensive FBI/police pro
gramme of legal lynchings and outright 
assassinations. Should the Newham Seven be 
convicted, it will he an open invitation to 
the racist killers in and out of uniform to 
escalate their murderous campaign. The entire 
London-area labour movement should explode in 
protest and outrage. 

It is an indictment of the whole lot of 
Labourite trade union bureaucrats that defence 
against racist atrocities is left to a handful 
of heroic youth. The strategically-placed 
London Transport workforce, for example, which 
could bring this centre of finance-capital to 
a grinding halt, is majority black and Asian. 
Yet the left fakers who mouth off with 'mili
tant' rhetoric and 'call' stillborn strikes 
allow their own members to be set up for 
racist attacks, covering up a policy of crimi
nal passivity with daydreaming crap about 
reliance in/'community control' of the racist 
cops. Mauritian-born BR ticket collector Peter 
Burns was murdered with a spike through the 
head last year, his killer finally slapped on 
the wrist with a manslaughter rap. Every 
train, bus and tube in London should have 
stood still the day of his funeral, and a 
sharp warning issued to every would-be racist 
bully-boy that they would be summarily dealt 
with. The LT workforce can and must take the 
lead in o~ganising mass trade union/minority 
mobilisations to sweep the race-terrorists off 
the streets! 

The reformist myth that the capitalist 
state is there to protect us has always been a 
self-evident lie to blacks and Asians. In the 
course of the miners strike that myth was ex
ploded for many white workers as well. The 
defence of the Newham Seven is the defence of 
the rights of every worker and minority in 
this country today. For the right of orgrnised 
self-defence! Smash the racist attacks! Hands 
off the Newham Seven, heroic anti-racist 
fighters!. 

Tamil refugees ••• 
(Continued from page 6) 

Student, ColorrJJo/Jaffna: In the '83 riots I 
was in my school [in Colombo] for two weeks as 
a refugee and then I went back to Jaffna. I 
was living there for nearly seventeen years. I 
had a lot of Sinhalese friends but none of 
them came to help me at that time. The reason 
why the Sinhalese friends didn't want to help 
was the government and their people. They have 
been making propaganda against Tamils, that 
all the Tamils in Sri Lanka are terrorists and 
they might harm Sinhalese. That's why they did 
not want to help us .... 

The Sri Lankan armed forces they always 
come to our home town [in Jaffna peninsula] 
and they check. Whenever they come to check 
our area, they harass youth from my village 
and they loot things and demolish our property 
and belongings. Because of this I have to run 
away from my house. Whenever I go to school 
for my classes, on the way the army stop us 
and they tear our notebooks. I have to come 
back home without my exercise books. The bus 
service stopped, it's not functioning regu
larly because of the fuel shortage. So I have to 
travel by bicycle for six miles every day to 
go to my institute. The government has stopped 
fuel supply to the North because the freedom 
fighters use vehicles -- just to stop these 

-vehicles. And later they want to stop bicycles 
also because these freedom fighters have been 
using bicycles. 

These forces, they took my neighbourhood 
youth and they put them in prison and they 
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Spartacist-initiated protest outside Home Office. 30 May. 

haven't come back home yet. We don't know what 
actually happened to them. Once they arrested 
me and kept me in their grounds without a 
well and I had to sta~ there the whole day in 

the hot sun. My friends and college mates they 
have been shot dead by these armed forces .... 

For the last three months I have been home 
hecause I couldn't go out to do anything. Be
cause I have to be in the house, because of 
this harassment, army harassment, my parents 
thought it's better for me to go to Colombo 
rather than staying in Jaffna. The last four 
weeks I was in Colombo. After I fled to 
Colombo I didn't have any connection or any 
message from my parents, I just lived alone. 
After this Anuradhapura incident there were no 
trains, no phone service, no letters, nothing. 
I was alone in Colombo and if the armed forces 
come to know that there are boys staying alon~ 
in Colombo -- that's Tamil boys -- they just 
come and arrest them. 

I didn't have any intention of coming to 
Great Britain but the day I came here the army 
forces came to my area where I lived in 
Colombo, that's Wellawatte where most Tamils 
reside, and arrested nearly 200 youth and 
threw them in prison. At that time, with the 
help of my auntie and a friend of mine I bor
rowed some money and decided to come to Great 
Britain because it's unsafe staying in Colombo 
even. Even now my parents they don't know 
wilere I am and I don't know where to write. I 
can't write home because I'm so scared that if 
the government comes to know that there's a 
letter from Great Britain they might do 
anything .• 

Open the door. •• 
(Continued from page 1) 

strikebreakers. Thatcher's anti-Soviet chief
tain Ronald Reagan desperately wants Trinco
malee harbour, in Sri Lanka's historically 
Tamil Eastern Province, as a base for the US 
nav~. The price is Tamil blood. What Thatcher 
is now doing fLts into a pattern of racist 
bans and deportations of Tamils throughout 
NATO Europe, including small racist enclaves 
like 'neutral' Switzerland. While bully-boy 
Leon Brittan decries a 'flood' of Tamil refu
gees coming into the country, the fact is that 
Tamil immigration has remained steady at about 
3000 for the last few years. Even a West Ger
man diplomat ridiculed th~ Home Office state
ment that only 1 per cent of Tamils coming in 
were 'genuine' refugees, noting that 95 per 
cent had been granted refugee status in West 
Germany. 

What agitates the likes of the Guardian and 
SDP is that Thatcher's bloodthirstiness will 
hinder Britain's ability to broker an imperi-

alist 'political solution' involving Sri Lanka 
and India in its traditional zone of influence 
in the Indian subcontinent, while weakening 
British imperialism's 'democratic' posture. In 
fact British imperialism is the architect of 
some of the most hideous genocidal policies in 
history -- from 'divide and rule' communalism 
to concentration camps. 

The only 'refugees' this government recog
nises are those fleeing from anti-imperialist 
revolt and social revolution. In the past few 
years, countless white Rhodesians, 17,000 
Vietnamese 'boat people', thousands more 
Afghan reactionaries and 'many thousands' of 
Polish anti-Communists who left after the 
crackdown on counterrevolutionary Solidarnosc 
have been welcomed into Britain with open arms. 
But when it comes to black and Asian would-be 
immigrants, one attack follows another -- from 

the Labour government's restrictions on Ugandan 
Asians and its despicable 'virginity tests' on 
Asian women to Thatcher's reviled Nationality 
Act. The European Court on Human Rights ruled 
that the Tories' racist restrictions on Asian 
women joining their husbands were illegal, and 
in response the Home Office talks about tight
ening up the legislation. Smash the Nationality 
Act and all the bosses' anti-immigrant laws! 

Yet the Labour-loyal fake left has been 
criminally passive on Tamil defence. An Eelam 
Solidarity Campaign spokesman at the 30 
May protest expressed gratitude to the Spart
acist League 'for organising this demonstration 
in support of the Tamils when most of the left 
groups in this country are not showing enough 
interest in the fight of Tamils'. For workers 
and the oppressed in Britain, the urgent nec
essity to defend the beleaguered Tamil people 
is manifestly a struggle against their own 
capitalist oppressors. As a Spartacist spoKes
man recently returned from Lanka said at the 
Home Office picket: 

'We need to build a campaign of inter
national working-class solidarity to defend 
the Tamils and to smash the Sri Lankan gov
ernment's bloody rampage. When even Oxford 
University refused to give Thatcher an hon
ary degree, guess who gave her one -- Pres
ident JR. But he kept Peradeniya University 
closed to students who were fighting his 
attacks on their rights. JR and the Iron 
Lady are birds of a feather. They both hate 
working people and oppressed minorities. 
The same Leon Brittan who wants to ban 
Tamils presided over the cop onslaught on 
the miners.' 
Stop bloody Thatcher's deportations to 

death! Full asylum for refugees from anti
Tamil terror! For the right of Tamil Eelam! 
Down with butchers JR and Thatcher!. 

Rhymney miners • • • 
(Continued from page 16) 

fiant and determined not to scrape to the 
bosses. But to regroup for future battles 
NUM members must come to terms with the left
Labour reformism of their leadership Only 
hours after David Wilkie's death last autumn 
Arthur Scargill shared a platform with Neil 
Kinnock in Stoke-on-Trent, amid howls from the 
Labour officialdom that he renounce his 
members' 'violence'. The key to winning the 
strike was pulling other key unions out with 
the NUM through a sharp break with the Labour/ 
TUC traitors. Yet at Stoke, as so often be
fore, Arthur Scargill sought to accomodate the 
Labourite misleaders. He both 'totally dis
associated' the NUM from the actions that led 
to Wilkie's death and for the first time, de
nounced 'violence' perpetrated by strikers 
away from the picket line. 

Speaking to last month's conference of the 
draughtsmen's union TASS, Scargill claimed a 
prime 'achievement' of the strike was that the 
Labour Party is 'in the lead in the opinion 
polls because of what has taken place in the 
last 12 months' (Financial Times, 24 May). But 
the Kinnock/Hattersley Labour Party helped 
engineer the miners' defeat. And now it is 
consolidating a right-wing 'unity', dragging 
in ex-'lefts' like Ken Livingstone and Michael 
Meacher, on the basis of this defeat. The 
despicable Mr Kinnock, who is supposed to 're
present' a mining constituency just over the 
valley from Rhymney, won't even criticise the 
murder verdict. 

Many, many lessons in the class nature 
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of the bosses' state, the need for workers 
internationalism, the need to mobilise support 
from and aid the struggles of all the oppres
sed -- were learned by militant mineworkers in 
the course of their strike. These must not be 
frittered away via the refurbishment of Kneel 
Kinnock's Labour Party. We say: Free the 
dhymney Two and all the jailed miners! Rein
state all the sacked men! Give the union back 
its sequestered funds! Defend the NUM! But 
justice and vengeance for David Jones and Joe 
Green, for Russell Shankland and Dean Hancock, 
will come only when class-conscious workers 
take their ~lace in the building of a new re
volutionary and internationalist vanguard 
party which leads the proletariat to power .• 

Smash apartheid ... 
(Continued from page 1) 

which the organised working class places it
self at the head of all the oppressed in 
struggle to undermine and defeat apartheid 
capitalism. 

Smash apartheid - Workers to power! 

The dependency on black labour is the Achilles 
heel of apartheid. A decade of black union 
organisation and combativity marks a new gen
eration of urbanised blacks who have been in
tegrated into South African industry, albeit 
at the bottom. The Transvaal two-day general 
strike, the' wave of strikes in the gold mines, 
demonstrate the potential power of the black 
proletariat. The Transvaal stayaway demon
strated the capacity to link the teeming 
masses of the black townships and bantustans 
to the power of South Africa's six-million 
strong black proletariat. The outstanding 
question is leadership. 

For decades black struggle has been domin
ated by competing brands of nationalism, rep
resented primarily today by the CP and African 
National Congress on the one hand, and the 'black 
consciousness' Azanian People's Organisation 
(AZAPO) on the other. Under the guise of multi
racialism, the ANC and CP espouse popular
frontist accomodation with so-called 'pro
gressive' capitalists like union-buster Harry 
Oppenheimer. Only a few weeks ago Oppen
heimer's 'liberal' mining company sent police 
using rubber bullets and tear gas to evict 
striking miners from their hostels at Vaal 
Reefs and deport them to the starving bantu
stans. With protests through the United Demo
cratic Front (UDF) , sporadic guerrilla 
attacks, and lobbying imperialist liberals 
like Teddy Kennedy, the CP/ANC seek not to 
smash the apartheid regime, but to bring it to 
the bargaining table. 

AZAPO through the National Forum combines 
abstract socialist rhetoric with a hard 
racialist nationalism in which there is no 
room for whites like Neil Aggett (the organ
iser for black unions murdered by the apart
heid regime in 1982), and which is modelled on 
black despots like Ghana's Nkrumah and Zim
babwe's Mugabe. We solidarise with AZAPO's 
protests against the visit of the 'condescend
ing saviour' Kennedy early this year. But its 
petty-bourgeois nationalism is a dangerous 
roadblock in the struggle to smash apartheid 
and for workers revolution. 

South Africa is headed for civil war and 
the apartheid butchers have made clear that 
in the next round of massacres the blood of 
tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of black 
toilers will stain the land from which they 
have been dispossessed. Insofar as the 
struggle remains along strictly black v white 
national lines, it will be a bloody disaster 
for the oppressed. However, with its powerful 
black proletariat the class principle can pre
vail in South Africa. Urgently required is the 
building of a Leninist-Trotskyist party in ir
reconcilable struggle against every kind of 
nationalism and popular frontism, leading the 
working class and all the oppressed in social
ist revolution. 

In the absence of such a leadership the 
apartheid rulers have been able to isolate, 
deflect or crush each wave of black revolt. 
Further, the regime -- with decades of ex
perience of 'divide and conquer' -- has been 
turning the mounting frustration, anger and 
combativity of the black masses inward, sett
ing black against black. In the overcrowded 
black townships, just anger directed against 

the hated black collaborators of apartheid, 
the cops and the councilmen, has taken an ugly 
turn towards indiscriminate, inter-tribal and 
anti-migrant terror. 

The bantustans were created not only to 
turn the masses of blacks into a vast indus
trial reserve army for apartheid superexploi-
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tation, but to recreate and foster old tribal 
divisions. In February hundreds of Tswana 
labourers were brought into Cape Town to move 
the belongings of Xhosa residents of the 
Crossroads squatter settlement, a move the 
people of Crossroads had laid down their lives 
to resist. In the township where black union 
organiser Andries Raditsela was murdered by 
police last month, five days of clashes 
between residents and Xhosa and Zulu-speaking 
migrant workers from bantustans as far as 600 
miles away resulted in the killing of 16 
blacks. In each major round of township re
volts there have been clashes like this, fos
tered by the pass system which divides blacks 
between a minority with urban residence rights 
and a majority without. This division has been 
exacerbated by the present recession, with 
unemployment estimated at 25 per cent, as 
residents fear migrant workers will take their 
jobs at lower pay. 

In the black industrial proletariat drawn 
from every national and ethnic group in south
ern Africa, increasingly urbanised and con
scious of its power, lies the key to overcoming 
tribal divisions and religious backwardness. 
When the black unions were first legalised in 
the late 1970s, one of their first successes 
was to get the government to repeal a ban on 
organising migrants. Importantly, the Trans
vaal stayaway included the widespread partici-

Uitenhage martyrs funeral: grief and defiance. 

pat ion of the migrants, despite the threat of 
deportation, and despite the threat to those 
with families back in the Zulu bantustan, 
hostages to the terror of the Inkatha thugs of 
Chief Buthelezi who opposed the strike. 
Through the migrant workers, the black labour 
movement can send shock waves into the 
tribally-divided bantustans, shaking their 
puppet despotisms. 

Not pleas to imperialism but class struggle 
The black resistance in South Africa has 

given birth to a new wave of student/youth ac
tivism, particularly in America where it has 
been on a scale not seen since the Vietnam anti
war movement. Our comrades of the US Spartacus 

youth League have participated actively in 
the protests, while warning against the lib
eral illusions in imperialist 'democracy' ex
pressed in the prominent demand for 'dis
investment'. This is a moralist/utopian call 
for an international strike of capital against 
apartheid, the net result of which would be to 
allow some sharp speculators to buy South 
African shares at a discount. Similarly in 
this country, the AAM-dominated protest move
ment has centred its strategy on the call for 
imperialist sanctions. Its 16 June national 
demonstration, sponsored by the Liberal and 
Social Democratic parties among others, de
mands 'Stop the massacres -- Sanctions NOW!' 
This shows no way forward for the anti-apart
heid struggle. 

Behind the calls for sanctions and dis
investment is the false assumption that a sec
tion of the capitalist class can somehow be 
made to act in the interests of the oppressed 
black masses, that the City and Wall Street 
(or Westminster and the White House) can shame 
Pretoria into reformism. But apartheid is 
fundamental to South African capitalism; it 
cannot be reformed away. And the British and 
American imperialists have no interest in 
black freedom in South Africa, any more than 
in Brixton or Harlem. The bloody crimes 
against humanity by this ruling class at home 
-- both its 'liberal' and conservative 
wings -- are on a scale unknown to the South 
African rulers. 

Just look at the history of 'sanctions' 
against white-supremacist Rhodesia, blatant 
frauds regularly flaunted by British govern
ments Labour and Tory alike. And this was a 
country of far less strategic importance and 
where the maintenance of white racist rule was 
far less necessary to the imperialists. Who 
can even imagine Thatcher or her ilk being 
pressured into acting against apartheid in 
South Africa today? 

So what is to be done? The social power of 
the working class organised in its own class 
interests by a revolutionary vanguard is the 
key to real, effective solidarity with the 
anti-apartheid struggle. Concrete acts of 
labour solidarity -- political strikes, black
ing all military cargo to South Africa -
would carry infinitely more weight than any 
exchange of corporate portfolios, not to men
tion hypocritical 'liberal' imperialist hot 
air. It is with this perspective, and in order 
to champion a revolutionary working-class 
strategy for South Africa itself, that we of 
the Spartacist League and supporters of 
Workers Hammer will be marchine on 16 June. 

The imperialists' 'constructive engagement' 
with Pretoria is drenched in the blood of the 
fallen martyrs, the hundreds mowed down in the 
townships, the funeral marchers cut down out
side Port Elizabeth on the anniversary of 
the 1960 Sharpeville massacre. Every major 
black working-class battle must challenge the 
institutional structure of apartheid slavery 
and thereby the Washington/London/Pretoria 
anti-Soviet axis. The revolt of black labour 
must find the road to its own class power. 

Adapted from Workers Vanguard no 379, 17 May 1984 

WORKERS IlAMMER~ Public Meeting 
SOUTH AFRICA: RAZOR'S EDGE 

• Smash apartheid! • Class struggle is key! 
Speaker: CHERYL MYALL, Spartacist League Central Committee 

7.30pm, Fri, 14 June Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London WC1 (Hotborn tube) 
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March with the Spartacist League contingent, national South Africa demonstration, 
County Hall, 12 noon, Sun 16 June. 

-Defend black trade unions! -Smash apartheid - for workers revolution! 
-Internationallaboor action, not imperialist sanctions! 

For further details contact the Spartacist League at: PO Box 185, London WClH 8JE, 
Birmingham (021) 236 9774, London (01) 278 2232, Sheffield (0742) 587282 
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WORKERS 
The real criminals are in Downing Street 

Free the Rhymney miners! 
The valleys of South Wales erupted in anger 

and outrage last month when a judge at Cardiff 
Crown Court pronounced life sentences for 
murder against miners Russell Shankland and 
Dean Hancock. The miners' families and sup
porters cried out on hearing the verdict while 
some wept openly in the courtroom. As the news 
spread, seven hundred NUM members walked off 
shift on strike at Oakdale and lIIerthyr Vale 
collieries. Two days later on 19 May more than 
1000 angry protesters marched through Shankland 
and Hancock's home village of Rhymney, bearing 
home-made placards and denouncing the class 
'justice' of Maggie Thatcher. And the following 
Saturday 2000 protested in Cardiff city 
centre, including contingents of miners and 
steelworkers from as far as Yorkshire. Charged 
with emotion, demonstrators marched to Cardiff 
prison, many singing songs of solidarity, 
while the jailed miners shouted down to them 
from their cells above. 

On the Rhymney demonstrat>i:on, a phalanx of 
police prevented marchers from coming near the 
house of David Williams. Williams is the scab 
who was being escorted to work last November 
30 when a concrete post dropped from a bridge 
smashed through the window of his taxi, killing 
driver David Wilkie and leading to the murder 
trial. Today this strikebreaker is rightly 
treated as a leper in the village, at work and 
in the street. 

Free all the jatled miners! 
David Wilkie knew full well what he was in 

for last Novemeber, ferrying scabs to work in 
the heart of the valleys eight months into 
the most bitter strike since 1926. For all the 
hardship and suffering, the South Wales miners 
were still solid almost to a man, with fewer 
than 200 scabs in a workforce of 20,000. Two 
yellowbellies had crawled back at Merthyr Vale 
colliery in Aberfan, a village where the scars 
of the 1966 colliery tip disaster which killed 
more than 100 -- many of them schoolchildren -
are still raw, and where every decent person 
knows that a strong union is the only thing 
which prevents yet more privation and disaster 

March of outrage through Cardiff. 25 May. The real 
murderers are in Downing Street. 

for the community. Thatcher's boot boys in blue 
had arrived in force to protect the blacklegs 
and terrorise the population. The day before 
Wilkie's death eleven men were arrested in 
picket line battles with police. Another 250 
strikers unable even to reach the colliery 
blocked the main lIIerthyr to Cardiff road. 

London labour movement must act 

Hands off Newham Seven! 
There's a legal lynching being prepared 

in London. It's the trial of the Newham 
Seven taking place at the Old Bailey. For 
defending themselves and their community 
against a murderous racist rampage by a gang 
of white thugs a year ago, these heroic 
Asian youth are variously charged with 
affray, possessing an offensive weapon, con
spiracy and criminal damage. And the 
viciously racist lIIetropoli tan Police, now re
viled throughout the coalfields as well for 
their wanton brutality, have made it clear 
that whatever the outcome of the court pro
ceedings, they intend to 'get' these youth. 

On 23 May, in the middle of the trial, 
17-year-old defendant Parvais Khan was 
bashed up by prison officers during the 
lunch adjournment for refusing to eat a pork 
pie due to his religious convictions. Even 
five days after this beating, which required 
hospital treatment, his solicitor reported 
that 'the entire side of his face is still 
numb'. Meanwhile outside the courtroom the 
cops have engaged in indiscriminate arrests 
and truncheon-wielding attacks on supporters 
of the seven youth. Over 40 peopl~ have been 
arrested in the course of provocative police 
charges against two demonstrations, . another 
four picked off at the regular courthouse 
pickets staged by the Newham Seven Defence 
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Campaign. Drop the charges against the New
ham Seven and their supporters! Down with 
the racist cop terror! 

The trial itself is a kangaroo-court 
mockery. Nine of the twelve jurors are 
white, and the court has sought to effect
ively hamstring the Newham Seven's legal 
defence by making three of the white racist 
thugs who attacked them in the first place 
their co-defendants. Even so the facts that 
have emerged thus far in the hearings ex
pose a sinister racist conspiracy targetting 
minority youth who dare defend themselves 
against racist terror. The first prosecution 
witness was a waitress at the Wimpy Bar 
where the day of racist violence began. 
Under cross-examination she admitted to 
being a cop informant whose job was to spy 
on Asian youth concerned with fighting the 
incessant racist/fascist terror which has 
plagued Newham for years. She then confessed 
to extensive 'dress rehearsals' with her cop 
employers in preparing her trial testimony. 
This racist pig explained how she was able 
to 'identify' defendant Zafar Khan from a 
photograph which showed only a hand and part 
of a body -- 'the Asians she knew always 
wore the same jackets and trousers' (Guard
ian, 31 May)! 

Earlier in the trial the prosecution de-

Wilkie was no 'murder victim'; he died in a 
class war in which he took a stand on the side 
of injustice and police/government terror. 
Russell Shankland and Dean Hancock were 
'guilty' only of fighting to defend their 
union and their community against Thatcher and 
MacGregor's bloodlust. In the wake of the 
strike's defeat Russell Shankland, Dean Hancock 
and nearly a hundred other class fighters who 
'showed a little grit' languish in jail, 
victims of the vindictive Iron Bitch and her 
kept courts and cops. Dozens more, like the 
fifteen facing riot charges for their partici
pation in mass picketing at Orgreave, still 
stand in the dock. Contrast this savage re
tribution with the fate of the strikebreaking 
murderers of David Jones and Joe Green. No one 
has been or will be charged with these crimes, 
because Thatcher wanted to see strikers' 
blood. 

Miners' martyrs will be avenged 
Disgracefully, the NUlII leadership has con

sistently refused to defend their Rhymney 
members charged wi th murder. Now, seeing the 
outrage in the valleys they have put them
selves at the head of a campaign, not to free 
Hancock and Shankland but for the sentences to 
be reduced. 'Manslaughter, not murder', is 
their refrain. South Wales president Emlyn 
Williams told the Cardiff demonstration he had 
wri tten to the prime minister: 'For the sake 
of ~uman decency and reconciliation we beseech 
you from our hearts to order, at the earliest 
possible date, a review of the cases so that 
the sentences will be reduced to take cog
nisance of the context within which the crime 
occurred' (Guardian, 27 May). But this was no 
'crime' at all, and to seek 'human decency and 
reconciliation' from Margaret Thatcher would 
be laughable were it not so disastrously mis
leading. 

The protests against the South Wales sen
tences, as well as continued local strikes 
over working conditions and victimisations, 
show that even in defeat the miners remain de-

continued on page 14 

Racist cops assault Newham 7 Defence demonstrators. 
London. 11 May. 

scribed how after several racist assaults 
in the Wimpy Bar that 7 April 1984 day, a 
white youth was seen entering a nearby 
Tesco's to buy a claw hammer. An hour later 
this same claw hammer was to be used by 
three white youth cruising the area in a 
Ford Grenada to smash Asian youth over the 
head after they had been indiscriminately 
abducted off ·the streets. Later that same 
evening outraged neighbourhood youth fin
ally mobilised in order to clean out the 
Duke of Edinburgh pub where the racists 

continued on page 14 
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